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Measurement of the deuteron tensorial and
vectorial polarization.
Complete experimental reconstruction of the
scattering amplitudes in the reaction
pp -> djT+ at 447, 515 and 580 MeV

By G. Cantale, P. Bach, S. Degli-Agosti, Ph. Demierre,
E. Heer, R. Hess, C. Lechanoine-Leluc, W. R. Leo1), Y. Onel,
Ph. Sormani, D. Rapin and P. Y. Rascher

DPNC, University of Geneva, 1211 Geneva 4, Switzerland

and S. Jaccard

Schweizerisches Institut für Nuklearforschung, CH-5234 Villigen, Switzerland

(21. IV. 1986)

Abstract. Vectorial and tensorial deuteron polarization have been measured in the reaction
pp^>djz+ at 447, 515 and 580 MeV. From these measurements as well as earlier published data, the
reaction scattering amplitudes have for the first time been reconstructed. They are compared with
these from theoretical calculations. This analysis also provided indicative values for the dC effective
analyzing powers for 150 to 350 MeV kinetic energy deuteron.

Introduction

To achieve a complete understanding of the nucleon-nucleon reaction, it has

long been recognised that the study of the pion production channel pp -* d*\ is of
greatest importance. To obtain this, detailed measurements of the spin dependence

effects are necessary.
Experimental results were confined for years to cross-section or eventually

analysing power measurements. But within the last 10 years, a renewed interest in
this reaction coming in part (see Refs [1] and [2]) from controversial 'dibaryonic'
structures stimulated detailed studies of the polarisation effects. A complete
compilation of available pp -> d*\ data can be found in Refs. [3], [4], [5].

From a theoretical point of view, phase shift analyses as described in Refs [6]
and [7] lead to a few possible resonances, but they all conclude that the data base
is still insufficient to make a definitive statement.

') Present address: IGA, Dept. of Physics, EPFL, 1015 Lausanne, Switzerland.
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The pp—*d*^ reaction is described by 6 complex amplitudes. It is therefore
necessary to measure polarisation parameters other than the usual asymmetries or
correlation parameters as e.g. in Refs [8] and [9]. In particular direct deuteron
polarisation measurements are necessary.

Three different techniques have been used up to now:
The first method consists in studying the reverse reaction *^d—>pp where the

deuteron target is polarised (see Ref. [10] for details): in this case only a single
scattering experiment is needed. The main limitation of this method is the present
technical status of polarised deuteron targets: at the moment, one can only have

significant vectorial polarisation. A large technical development is being made at

present at TRIUMF and at SIN to obtain a tensorial polarisation as large as 15%.
A second very elegant method is the one used in Ref. [11], where the

scattered deuteron breaks up on a carbon target and the emerging proton
polarisation is analysed in a Polarimeter. About 90% of the deuteron's vector
polarisation is transferred to the proton in the break up process; of course all
tensor information is destroyed.

A third technique makes use of a Polarimeter to measure the polarisation of
the final state deuteron through a second scattering on carbon, e.g. [12], [13]. The

principal drawback is the very sparse measured analysing powers for reaction
involving polarised deuterons (Refs [14], [15], [16], [17]). This is the technique we
have used for the following reasons: (1) in the group there was available a top
quality Polarimeter which was well understood because it had been extensively
used in previous experiments (e.g. Refs [18], [19]); (2) we wanted to investigate
the usefulness of a direct and systematic measurement of dl2C analysing powers
in the relevant range of deuteron kinetic energies (from 155 to 355 MeV); (3) last
but not least, we were attracted by the possibility of measuring directly the
different deuteron tensor polarisations in the pp-^nd reaction, measurements
which cannot be done with the two first techniques.

In 1981 when this work started, the following difficulties were encountered:

(1) No explicit and detailed pp^>dn+ formalism for the observables and

amplitudes was available: we, therefore, have worked out our own.
(2) No data on deuteron polarization were available; the only existing spin

measurements were the correlation parameters.
(3) No knowledge of any deuteron analyzing power on any material was

available in our energy range.
(4) The overall shape of the pp-*dji+ amplitudes were unknown.

We will first describe the experimental method and specify the general
observables we have measured without any theoretical assumptions. Unfortunately

the ignorance of the dl2C analysing powers forces us to perform a

sophisticated analysis for the amplitude reconstruction as discussed in paragraph
V and VI. At the same time d12C analysing powers were obtained. We hope,
however, that direct analysing power measurement will be made in a near future
at Saclay.

This paper is a condensed version of the PhD thesis of G. Cantale [71].
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I. Theoretical considerations

1.1. General formalism

In these pages we shall use the conventions and notations given in Ref. [20],
but for the reader it may be useful to refer to Refs [21], [22], [23], [24] to have a

more complete understanding of tensorial formalism and polarisation
experiments.

Let \xp) be a general state in a (2s + l)-dimensional space with fixed
momentum p. Let \li) be a basis in this space for a given frame, then we have

lv> 2«^ l/*> (Li)

where a^ - (p | xp) is called the amplitude.
The connection between two different frames (I and II) linked together by a

rotation with Euler angles (a, ß, y) is given by

< 1L D%A<*> ß> YK- (1.2)

where D^^a, ß, y) are the usual rotation matrices, as defined in Ref. [25].
For a proton beam, if we have a number of particles \xp'), then we can define

a density matrix

P(.i.'=__!^? (i-3)

where £ w,, — 1 for normalisation.
From (1.3) we can deduce that

Pmm' Pmm' (1-4)

trp 2P/-,- (1-5)

and that the relation between rotated frames is given by

Plv E DsVfl(a, ß, y)*DV(*, ß, y)plX- (1.6)
vv'

We can now define the irreducible statistical tensors of rank k, 0 =£ /c =£ 2s, as

tkq (25 + l)1/22 (-lY-'isp'.s-p | kq)pm, (1.7)

where q li'- li, -k^q^k, and (i/i', 5 -^ | kq) are the Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients and where the minus sign for p comes from the Madison convention
which we have adopted.

The hermiticity condition (1.4) gives us

tl, (-!)%-, (1.8)
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and it is easy to show that

(1.9)

Here we see that, not only the rotational transformations are simpler than
for the Puf,,, but also that the tensors of different ranks are not mixed.

We can also define the tensorial operators rkq

tkq tr (P-Ckq) 2 (l~kq)nn-P). (1.10)

i.e.

and

(t*w (2s + i)i/2(-irM<^', * - /i i *?>

In such a way we have

foo tr(p) l.
For future use, we define as in Refs [22] and [26]

Lkq Re (tkq) Mkq Im (tkq)

(1.11)

(1.12)

(1.13)

(1.14)

As mentioned above, we adopt here the Madison convention [27], i.e. the

polarisation of a particle is such that the z-axis is along its momentum.
If we now consider a two particle reaction such as pp —> dn, one can define a

helicity frame of reference: the j>-axis will be chosen perpendicular to the
scattering plane. In such a reference system, the CM and laboratory axes remain
the same for the beam and the target particles (see Fig. 1).

Let us now consider the general reaction ab^cd. From (1.7) we can write

Pm.. (2s + I)"1'2 2 (-iy-»{sii', s-li\ kq)tkq
kq

which, with (1.11), can be expressed in a matricial form:

P — a£j t-kq^ki
kq

kq l kq

(1.15)

(1.16)

B

Figure 1

Definition of the helicity reference frame used here.

Yt7

77;

-ta-tak-^
Zt



(1.18)
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The initial density matrix p, for the reaction will be written as

Pt Pa®ph

where <8> is the usual tensor product of spaces.
We define now the scattering matrix F as

Pf Fp.F+

FF+ F+F, (do/dQ)0 (2s + X1 tr (FF+) I0

For a more explicit analysis of F we refer the reader to Section V; (do/dQ)Q is the
unpolarised cross section of the reaction (1.12). Using (1.12) we find then

Pf FFX 2 tlaqF(xaX®^b)F+
k„>0,q„

+ E F(\®xhX)F+ (1.19)
kh>0,qb

+ 2 tiqfkhqhF(Tt:qa®Tbk:jF+
ka,kb>0

la.qt

If we do measurement on the particle "c", we obtain

(do/dQ)poXtkcqi. tr (pfX%)

(do/dQ)0 2 t%xlXÏ°Zkbqb (1'20)
k„ki,>t)

q„qt,
where

AK,qMq, tr [F{Tl+a (g, T^)F+(4,;, ® .,)]/tr (FF+) (1.21)

is the most general observable including polarisation measurement of the particle
"c", and (do/dQ)poX is the polarised cross-section defined by kc qc= 0.

If we apply the hermiticity condition (1.8), one obtains for our general
observables

Akkfqfh"" (-\Y«+«^[Akk°zqq':k,-~qhY (1.22)

Parity conservation gives (see Ref. [20])

^*««..*/.«?/. — C_^\k"+kh+k{ -'ì;-ctb-qc^l<a-qakh-qh Q 23')

which combined with (1.22) gives

Al^fw» (- i)*.+**+*,[i4*w-*/.'?<.]* (1.24)

In addition, in the cm. frame, the Pauli principle gives

Akk\%fMh(Q; b(a-^c)d) (-ly-^+^A^^^ - 6, a(b->c)d) (1.25)

where 6 represents the cm. scattering angle of the particle "c".
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1.2. pp —» d*^ Formalism

Now we will apply the results of Section 1.1 to our pp-*dn case. We

shall name the particle "a" the beam (B) proton, the particle "fe" the target (T)
proton, "c" the deuteron (d) and, lastly, the particle "d" the pion (%). In such a

way, the irreducible statistical tensor (1.7) for the beam polarisation and for the

target will have only rank 1; that for the deuteron will present two possibilities,
namely, rank 1 and rank 2; the pion is of course only a rank 0 particle. It is then
possible to list all the observables (1.21) of the pp —* d*\ reaction, see Table 1. To
make easier the writing of the observables we introduce more compacted symbols
defined also in Table 1. There are a priori 144 observables if we use (1.24), but
applying (1.23) and (1.25) we can reduce this number to 47 (see Table 2). Other
linear relations between the observables, coming from parity rules, are derived in
Ref. (24) p. 152; with these, we may simplify to only 36 linearly independent
observables. Non linear equations permit to reduce this number to 11 physically
independent observables.

Another set of observables, which may be of greater interest to the
experimentalist, is the set of hybrid observables, where the beam and target
polarisations are expressed in terms of cartesian polarisations px, py, pz defined as

follow

tl0=pz (1.26)

tx±x=*(l/\[2)(px±ipy) (1.27)

Introducing (1.26) and (1.27) in (1.20) we can define in a straightforward way
the following observables using a similar notation to that in Table 1:

Afq -(l/yä)(AlBq-A^B) (1.28)

<=-(l/v5)« + ^-;*) (1.29)

< < (1-30)

Table 1

Explicit definitions of the pp^diz+ observables. The indices q, q' and q" run from -1 to +1, andp
from -2 to +2.

Observable Symbol Type Name

V--Q/o k Real unpol. cross-sect.

A 1,00
^00 A«B Imag. analysing power
4 ooi,. A"T Imag. asymmetry

^00 A"'"" Real correlation
,.0000

Alq t°'tq Imag. vectorial polar
A oooo

A2p t"hp Real tensorial polar
Aiq-aa At'Bntq Real vect. pol. transfer
AlqOO

A2p A2p Imag. tens. pol. transfer
A 001-7' A"'Tn\q Real vect. depolar.
A 001«'
A2p *2p Imag. tens, depolar.
Atq'Wnlq At'l"n\q Imag. vect. contribution
Atq'WA2p A'l'i"A2p Real tens, contribution
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Table 2

Explicit list of the 47 left observables after having applied parity conservation and the Pauli principle.
(The (s) or (a) letter indicates whether an observable is symmetric or antisymmetric.)

/o(0) (do/dQ)\Q(0) (s)

A1B(0)=A1B(0) -A1T(n - 0) A-,t(ji - 0)

An(e) A-n{0), Al-\e) A-1\0), A°°(0) (s)

Am(6) -A-l0{0) -A*n{jz - 6)=A°-1(ji - 0)

'?,(«) 'ï-,(0) (a)

t°2z(0) 4-2(0), &(0) --&(«), 4(0) (s)

A]B(0) An,B(0) A\l(3T - 0) AnlT(-x - 0),

A\B(0) -A\B(0) -A\fo - 0) A\>T(n - 0)

A\B_.{0) A\B{0) =A\t_,(ji-0) ATiiT(jz - 0),

A™(0) -A™,'e) -A°J(n - 0) A°T-M - 0)

A°iB(8)=A°T(x-0)

A^(e) Ä^1B(0) -A\l(jt - 0) -A2™(n - 0),

A\B(0) -A21B(0) A\\(n - 0) -A2XlT<* - 0),

A\B2{0) A22lB(0) -AlT2(jz - 0) -A221T(-r - 0),
A°2B(0) -A°2B2(0) aWKm - 0) -A°2T_2(jx - 0)
A°2B(0) A°2?(0) -A°J(jt - 0) -AlU-x - 0)

A?.(0) =ATX(0), A\»(8) -A^e) A°[(jt - 0) -Afr\x - 0)

A\7\d) =A[ll(0) -Ann{jz - 0) -A\z\(a - 0)

A?1<0) A'*L1(0), Aw"(0)=-A\ë*(O), A1-r\e)=AlU6) (a)

A°.T\0) -AÏU6) /.„'V -0) -A\°.x(jt - 0),

A\°o(0)=Awlo(0) -A%(jt - 0) -A%\x - 0)

A\o{e) -Aw1-\0) (s)

A1à(6) A2l2\e), 4£(0)=A°°_2(0), A22l-\0) Al2Ue), Alo\0) A2On(0) (s)

A2\(0)=--A21;\0), A2r\O) -A\lx{0), (a)

^(0) ^2o1"1(0). A™{0) (s)

A%(6) -A^-\0) -A°22(jt - 6) Atl(n - 0),

A\2\0) A21\(0) A22l\n - 0) A\z\(n - 0)

A°22\0) -A°2L2(0) -A22w(* - 0) A2°_2(jz - 0),

A\o,{0) A2i*]{0) Af,(x - 0) A°2Z\{n - 0)

A\7\B) -A2,n(0) -A2l\jt - 0) =A2Z\(jt - 0),

A°2Xl(0) A°2li(0)=A21w(n - 0)=A2%jT - 0)

A™(0) -A2l}°(0) -A%(x - 0) A°20\-x - 0)

At, (U2)(Akq - Al'1 - Akqn + Ak,1'1) (1.31)

A% (-1/2)« + -4I"1 +Akqn +A-1-1) (1.32)

A% A% (1.33)
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A% (1/2)« + Al;1 -Al]' - Xl~A (1-34)

A% -(\/\l2)(A\\ - A'10) (1.35)

A% -(1/V^)« + A-kqw) (1.36)

In general we will have only analysing powers, correlations, vectorial and
tensorial polarisation and transfer coefficients (see Table 1) to measure. The
polarisation of the outgoing particle in the CM reference frame will be (see
notation of Ref. [22])

L?r=pXn+pxAn (1.37)

iMfî* (f?! +/VO(l + pyA^) (1.38)

L^=pzAw+pxAw) (1.39)

L§r (t°22 + PyAlf)l(\ + PyA$) (1.40)
iM2zìA=PzAzAÌ+pxAX2Ì (1.41)

^T (ti, + pyAlf)/(l + PyAtf) (1.42)

iM\r™=PzA*2B+pxAX2B (1.43)

L2CoM (t% + M#)/(l + PyA$) (1.44)

1.3. CM vs LAB transformations

The choice of the helicity frame described in Fig. 1 permits a simple relation
between CM and LAB observables. As we mentioned, the CM and laboratory
axes are the same for the beam and the target observables; this implies that all
the observables which depend only on the incident and target particles spin are
the same in the two frames:

Aqq'(6CM) \CM A««'(eCM) |LAB. (1.45)

In general all the upper level indices are unchanged in a CM LAB transformation.
For the outgoing particles, the two frames are related by a simple rotation

around the y-axis, such that

^ 2^,(0, cx, 0).tCM (1.46)

where a 0Lab - ÖCM + ß(0CM) and ß(9CM) is the Wigner correction defined as

in Ref. [28] by:

1 + yd) + y(2) + yO)
/3(0cm) arcsin \\vx x v2

[l + y(1,][l + y(2)][l + r<3)]
(1.47)

where y(0 Vl - v2/c2. The index i refers to the three velocities relative to the
scattered particle as defined in Fig. 2.

Using (1.47) and (1.20) or (1.27) we find that in general

Al%f1<,r-.UeCM) E D&JLO, a, 0)<^cm(Ocm) (1.48)
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AB

-AR

Figure 2

Definition, in the rest frame of the deuteron. of the vectors t», (opposite to the velocity of the
outgoing particle in the CM frame) v2 (the relative velocity between the laboratory and the CM
frames) and u, (relative velocity between the rest and the laboratory frames).

where 0LAB is as in (1.45). For the hybrid formalism

^&,lab(0cm) _£ DkX0, oc, OM&cm(0cm) (1.49)

where a,ß e {x, y, z).
Relations (1.22) and (1.23) are exactly the same in both systems. Relations

(1.25) will be written

Alq«LUdcM) (-iy+"'+''''
xXo^(o,a + cv',ox:LAB(0')

q'"

where oc is as in (1.46) and a' 6' -(%- 0CM) + ß(f - 0CM) with

8'= 8, Qc'LAB IK "CM-

This last equation means that the observables in a given angular field are
related among themselves simply by a rotation of an angle 6 a + a'

--kq

LAB frame:
and Ml™ have the following form in the

Ll2X (1/2)[(1 + cos2 8)L^2M + sin 20L^M + (V3/2) sin2 (8/2)L\,?)

M22AB cos 8M^2M + sin 0M^,M

L21AB (-l/2)(sin 20Lg,M + cos 28LC2]M + (V3~72) sin 20L^)
Ml2AB -sin 8M$2M + cos 0M^M

L^AB (V3/2)(sin2 0L^2M - sin 28L2\M) + (l/2)(3 cos2 8 - 1)LC2^20

L\XAB cos 8L\\M + (1/V2) sin 8L^
M\AB M\

(1.51)

(1.52)

(1.53)

(1.54)

(1.55)

(1.56)

(1.57)

1.4. Time reversal and %d —> pp reaction

It can be of major interest to relate the pp^d% reaction to its time reversal
reaction *\d^>pp, since the two reactions have been studied intensively these last

years; see, e.g., Ref. [10]. Time reversal implies (ref. [20])

£<*.*. w-j^.*«-«.,*.) (1.58)
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where 8 is the CM angle of the third particle (either d or p) as defined in
equation (1.25) and

t*«?nT(e;p(p, dn) tai&t^H - 0; -.(H, p)p)
Thus in particular

t°xx(8;p(p, d)%) cui - 0; rf(1f, P)P)

(1.59)

(1.60)

1.5. Other formalisms

a) Spm correlation formalism. We now would like to put the previously
measured spin correlation observables by our group into the above formalism;
see, e.g., Refs [29], [8], [30]. In these papers the frame used is as explained in
Fig. 3a). To go from this frame to ours, one must exchange the pion with the
deuteron, and turn the target frame by an angle cp fl around its yT axis. This
gives

A%F**i*(8d) (-l)*'+<?fl£âfs'w(0ii) (!.61)

where E refers to these phenomenological observables and is in a spherical
formalism; also 0^ % — 8d.

More explicitly, we have, using the previous notation for these observables:

A>B(8d) -An0(8y) (1.62)

Axz(ed)=Ask(8^ (1.63)

A"(8d) -Akk(8^) (1.64)

A"(ed) --4„(0f) (1.65)

A^(dd)=Ann(8^) (1.66)

b) Foroughi's formalism. We now want to connect with Refs [31], [32], [33]
and through these with Ref. [24]. Foroughi's helicity reference frame is defined in
Fig. 3b).

We see that one must again exchange the pion with the deuteron and, in

b)

B 2.

B

TT

/4-T, iT
T

y«

Figure 3

a) Reference frame used in spin correlation measurements [29] [8]. b) Helicity reference frame used
in Refs [24] and [31].
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addition, rotate the deuteron and the target frames by an angle <p H around
zd, zT. This gives

A*«T(ed) (-\)qB{qBqT I M.i)k (L6?)

where the right hand side of the equation is written in the Foroughi-Bourrely
formalism. More explicitly:

^(0d) -(«|OO)|e, (1.68)

A^(,8d) -(yy\Qfj)\e, (1.69)

A"(6d) (zz | 00)|e, (1.70)

A"(0d) -(xz | 00)|e, (1.71)

/F°(0d) -(yO|OO)|e, (1.72)

fU0ta/) (OO|^)|e, (1.73)

We checked the whole formalism and find that from (1.71) and (1.63) we can
write

-4,t(0,) -(«|OO)|8l (1.74)

in contrast to Refs. [32] and [33].

c) *^d—>pp formalism. Here we refer to Ref. [10]; in this article Boschitz's

group present their data on the analysing power iTu of the deuteron in the
inverse reaction *^d—*pp; we can relate their experimental data to ours by (see

equation (1.60))

tn(8d;p(p, dn)=Tn(81l;d(%p)p) (1.75)

d) Blankleidefs formalism. In Ref. [34] predictions are made for the
observables that we have measured. The authors use the same formalism as ours
except for the description of asymmetries and correlation observables for which
they use the spin correlation formalism (see Section 1.5a)).

1.6. Application to the dA-^-X reaction

Now, we will consider reactions of the type A(d, d)A or A(d, q)B where q is

a charged particle; these reactions will be used to measure the polarisation of the
deuteron. To achieve this goal, we will consider equation (1.20) using an incident
polarised deuteron tdkq, but with no polarisation measurements on the outgoing
particle fkq tc00=l:

^(8;A(d,q)B)poX ^-(8;A(d,q)B)J^ tdkàqdCk«\d;A(d,q)B)) (1.76)
aitai ali \kd>o '

id

We introduce here the new observable Ckdq" as analysing power of the A
analyser.
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Until now, we have considered that the reference frame was the same for the
incident particle d and the analyser A. However if the particle d is produced in a

previous reaction, we can have an angle between the first reaction plane and the
second; in this case Ck"qd must be rotated around the z axis by cp:

Ckdqd(cp) 2 D%d (0, 0, cp)Ckdq'd e-<w'c**' (1.77)
id

In the rotated frame, we will have

do „ „ I do
d~Q (0, ?0po. (~ (O)) S C^(e)r'-") (1.78)

' 0 \/trf>o
9,-

If we take into account the hermiticity and parity properties, we obtain finally

%.{e' ^0' (È{6)) (1 + ^20 + (jrllMn + "2lL2l) COS V

+ (-jtnLn + XM2x) sin cp + ji22L22 cos 2cp + jt22M22 sin 2cp) (1.79)

where X 2iCn, n2q 2C2q, q 0,l,2 which we will call therefore the
analysing powers of A on the deuteron: we remark that this definition is a factor
of two larger than the one in Ref. [22] (see also equation 3.22).

II. Experimental apparatus

The experimental apparatus used in our measurements is basically the same
as in Refs. [35], [19] and [30].

All the data presented here were accumulated during two periods at SIN in
1983.

During the first period (February-March 1983), we worked in a parasitic
mode where the main unpolarised proton beam (590 MeV) was scattered at 8 deg
lab from a thick Be target and entered into the pMl channel with a polarisation
of pB 0.4165 ±0.0043 (see Ref. [36]). A split magnet system allows a clean
selection of the elastically scattered protons.

During the second period in October 1983 we worked at 515 MeV for a week
and at 450 MeV for another week in a single user mode. In this mode, polarised
protons coming from the SIN polarised ion source were accelerated up to
590 MeV and deflected into the pMl channel. The polarisation of this accelerated
beam was typically 81%; this beam polarisation was periodically monitored with a

CH2 target viewed by eight scintillation counters. Elastic proton-proton scattering

coincidences were observed between one pair of forward detectors and its
conjugate pair of recoil counters.

In order to lower the energy of the original beam to desired values a copper
degrader was used. The depolarisation in the degrader and beam transport is

negligible (Ref. [36] and [37]). The beam intensity at the target could be adjusted
by a system of slits located at various points along the beam line.
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The original direction of the polarisation for both the accelerated and
scattered beam pointed downwards corresponding to the vertical y -axis in the
experimental area. With the scattered beam a 50 KGm superconducting solenoid
placed in front of the last pair of deflecting magnets (ASK and ASL) allowed spin
precession of 180 deg for full current. With the accelerated beam a fast periodical
spin flip occurred at the ion source itself. To obtain a longitudinally polarised
beam, the solenoid was set at half current to obtain a 90° precession. When used
in front of ASK-ASL, these two magnets turned the spin vector into the
longitudinal direction. To obtain a pure transversally polarised beam a second
solenoid was installed down stream of the ASK-ASL magnet, just in front of the
target. For the calibration of these two solenoids, see Refs. [19], [30] and [38].

The Oxford University group of J. Davies lent a LH2 target to us from July
1982 until summer 1984. This liquid hydrogen target was cylindrical in shape,
10 cm long in the beam direction, 1.8 cm in radius, with 0.125 mm thick mylar
walls (see Fig. 4 and Ref. [40]).

The background noise due to the mylar walls was directly measured in
February 1983 with an empty target measurement and was found to be negligible,
thus no dummy measurements were needed.

The detector layout is illustrated in Fig. 5. The position and profile of the
incident beam was monitored by 2 small x-y MWPCs with 1 or 2 mm wire
spacing.

The pion and the deuteron were simultaneously detected by two telescopes
consisting of scintillators and MWPCs. They were mounted on two separate arms
which could be rotated around the vertical axis Y. The telescope detecting the
pion consisted of three equidistant (10 cm) x-y MWPCs. Their wire planes were
square and of side length 394, 512 and 512 mm with a wire spacing of 2 mm.

In the forward direction a scintillation counter (Y) was mounted which
covered the entire recoil solid angle. In the backward direction two horizontal
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Figure 4
Scale drawing of the LH2 hydrogen target.
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Figure 5

Scale drawing of the experimental system. The vetos on the telescope detecting the a were used to
reduce the cpH acceptance.

counters were used as VETOS to adapt the cpH acceptance to the size of the
Polarimeter; to increase the detection efficiency a CH2 plate of 5 mm thickness
was used to stop possible elastically back-scattered protons when the detector arm
was at 76°.

The scattering telescope consisted of 5 elements, in the following order: a
scintillator (X), a 250 mm MWPC, a second scintillator (Z), and two MWPCs 250
and 394 mm square respectively. These two scintillators together with the counter
Y of the recoil telescope permit one to define two time-of-flight (tofs) as

T! Z - X and r2 Z - Y.
To analyse the polarisation of the scattered proton this scattered telescope is

extended to a Polarimeter consisting of a carbon target of 3 cm thickness (the
density was 1.77 g/cm3) and a telescope of 4 equidistant (10 cm) x-y MWPCs of
394,512,512 and 600 mm side length.

At each trigger all the coordinates were read and processed by a hardware
coding unit and decision system. This second step decision is based on a single
trajectory in each telescope and on a scattering in the Polarimeter. If the event
was accepted the information was then transferred to a 28 K minicomputer DPNC
811, which had been loaded with the reconstruction program (see next chapter).
All the transfers were controlled by a PDP 11/20 computer.

Four types of events were recorded:
1. 'Straight tracks' for an off line-evaluation of the alignment parameters of

the MWPCs; these events were taken without the carbon analysing target of the
Polarimeter.

2. 'Double scattering events': the actual measurements of the e observables.
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Taken for the 6 beam orientations (±X, ±Y, ±Z) at all the angular arm
positions.

3. 'Straight tracks' as in type 1, but taken alternatively (about 20%) with
scattered events of type 2 or 4 for an off-line determination of any possible
residual misalignments.

4. 'Double scattering events' with an elastic proton at 40 deg. These events
were used to give an upper limit for residual 2cpc asymmetries due to possible
geometrical misalignment of non uniform efficiencies in the MWPCs.

III. Experimental analysis

3.1. On-line reconstruction and off-line analysis

a) Initial reconstruction of scattering events. The event reconstruction, used
to identify the pp —*¦ d*\ reaction in the on-line or off-line analysis, is based on a

well-established method in our group described in Refs [37], [40], [41], [43] and
used in several experiments e.g. [42], [18], [44], [19] and [30]. Here we will only
briefly summarise the principle.

For a given experimental set-up, at a given energy each measured event is

completely characterised by the vertex coordinates (Vx, Vy, Vz), the cm. polar
and azimuthal angles, the vertically projected slope av of the incoming proton
and ah, the horizontal incidence angle of the incoming proton, but this last value
is not measured. On the other hand the MWPCs give us 12 coordinates X. If the
parameters to be measured are called P, there exists a relation
well-established method in our group described in Refs [37], [40], [43] and used in
several experiments e.g. [42], [18], [44], [19] and [30]. Here we will only briefly
summarise the principle.

3F
X X0 +- (P-P0) X0 + D(P-P0) (3.2)

around the central value P0. If we introduce the reduced coordinates x X — X0
p P — P0 we obtain the design equation

x Dp (3.3)

A linear least-square fit is then used to estimate the six reconstructed
parameters:

p (DTGD)~1DTGx Rx (3.4)

where DT is the transpose of the matrix D, and G C~1, where C is the
covariance matrix of the measured coordinates; R is called the reconstruction
matrix.

In order to check the quality of the reconstruction describing the goodness of
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fit a parameter S2 is defined by

S2 (xm-xXG(xm-xr) (3.5)

where xm are the measured coordinates and

xr DRxm (3.6)

As we have a Gaussian distribution, the S2 is a %2 with 6(12-6) degrees of
freedom.

We have found that non-linearities occur mainly as functions of 8 and cp and
this implies an adjustment Ax of the coordinates:

xc xm- Ax(8, cp) (3.7)

The reconstruction matrix reduces the entire event reconstruction to a simple
and fast matrix multiplication to be carried out on-line or off-line in the MINI
computers: for the corrections, as table inputs, a first raw estimate (8r, cpr)

obtained of xm by equation (3.4) was used. Events with 8r and cpr outside the
table were rejected. The full reconstruction was then applied to the corrected
coordinates xc of the equation (3.7).

All this information (X, R, correction table), prepared beforehand, was
loaded into the MINI computers together with the reconstruction program, with a

table containing the cuts to be applied to the reconstructed parameters. The TDC
information was treated independently using a table with (8r, cpr) entries as for
the correction of the MWPC coordinates; the theoretical values of rx Z - X and

t2 Z — Y were computed.
In order to have TOF distributions independent of 0, cp for true pp^-d%

events, we used the differences

TOF1 r1?mes - TMh - TDC's offsets (3.8)

TOF2 T2,mes - r2,th - TDC's offsets (3.9)

where the TDC's offsets, obtained from a previous calibration measurement with
the two detector telescopes placed directly in the beam, were subtracted in order
to get a zero centered distribution. Since the above calculations involve only
linear combinations of the TDCs and a search in a correction table, it is very
convenient to compute TOF1 and TOF2 at the same time as the other
parameters, taking advantage of the fast matrix multiplication, increasing the
dimension of the reconstruction matrix R and of the table Ax (8r, <pr).

The acceptance of this reconstruction in the on-line calculations was typically
30%, where the cuts were kept quite loose in order to allow some flexibility in
imposing more stringent limits in the final off-line analysis.

b) Second scattering events reconstruction. The method used here is the
same as that used in Ref. [19] for the p12C reaction extended to the case of d12C

reaction. In this last reaction no attempt was made to identify inelastic scattering
or stripping, although events with two or more charged particles behind the
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carbon analyzer were rejected. For a more detailed analysis of this assumption
see the next section.

Various calculations were done in the program in the following execution
order:

a) The event is kept a) if the scattering angle 0C is larger than 5° LAB and
b) if the azimuthal cpc 2fl acceptance of the Polarimeter is guaranteed for this
scattering angle (so-called polygonal cut)

ß) Alignment procedure for the telescope similar to that of the first
scattering, however more complex due to the fact that here we have 4 planes.
Cuts were applied to the computed /2.

y) Calculation of the polar angle 0C. Cuts were made for events with 8C < 5° or
8C > 20°.

">.<"»¦¦>:•'¦»:¦¦:>. .-¦¦¦ ¦¦ .<¦>•¦.....

,..:....y ,..,.,<.....¦,:¦:¦¦¦:.¦..- -,¦-..-.¦

«x...:-,.x..v...:..x.¦:¦¦•-¦..¦:¦:-.¦¦:•¦-:>.-:'....;:.:.•:.y

Figure 6

Typical distribution of the reconstructed events (LH2 vertex in X, Y, and Z direction, <pH, 0r, time of
flight distributions xx, r2, carbon vertex in Z, and x2 of the reconstructed tracks).
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<5) Calculation of the minimum distance squared between incident and
scattered track with a cut at 15 mm2.

e) Reconstruction of the vertex interaction, the cuts were applied in order to
select the carbon region.

§) Calculation of the azimuthal angle cpc.

On-line rejection levels were 20% for item a), 6% for item ô), 10% for item
e). The global on-line Polarimeter rejection is of the order of 25%. Thus about
45% of the events pass the on-line reconstruction of the Polarimeter.

Off-line rejection is less drastic we obtain 15% for item a), 0.1% for item
ß), 0.2% for item y), 0.6% for item Ô), 2% for item s).

Two MINIs worked on-line with a number of 160-240 events per second
together. Off-line we worked generally with four MINIs with a performance of
300 reconstructed events per second.

The off-line analysis was carried out in the same way as the on-line analysis.
A PDP 11/34 replaced the 11/20 used on-line. The MINI computers, connected
to the PDP via CAMAC, were loaded with essentially the same information for
the reconstruction matrix. The values for the cuts to be applied were studied
carefully on samples spread over the whole data set to be analysed. Displacement
of the chambers were carefully studied from the straight track events mentioned
earlier. Not only the transverse but also the rotational displacement was calculated.
Figure 6 shows typical distribution of reconstructed events (Vertex in LH2 and C

target, cpH, cpc, tof and %2 for reconstructed tracks). The final multidimensional
histogram which results from the off-line processing has the structure

8(0„) x 3(cpH) x 15(0C) x 16(<pc) (3.10)

Over this bin structure we can now estimate the observables defined in paragraph
I.

3.2. Data evaluation

3.2.1. Binning effects

a) Two main reactions occur in the Polarimeter:

a:l2C(d,d)12C (3.11)

ß:12C(d,p)X. (3.12)

From Ref. [46] we can estimate that the ratio of ß- events (due to nuclear
Coulomb break-up and small angle nuclear scattering) to a-events, with our
3 cm-thick carbon block, should be <4%. Both reactions can be detected by our
apparatus, and from paragraph I one obtains the two equations

(%i6c' ^c)) (S(öf)) (1 + ^2"^20 + ^"**M" + x2X'XX) cos cp

+ (-nn-xLxx + ji2hxM2X) sin cp + n22-xL22 cos 2cp + x22-xM22-x sin 2cp) (3.13)
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with x a, ß, and where de?/dQ and nkq,x refer to the corresponding reaction;
from (3.13) we obtain by simple addition

do _ \ _( do
(0» M [if. (0*) t1 + M™L*>+(ffllM» + k2'l^ cos *

/po, WQ /0

+ (-jTnL„ + taT21M21) sin 0 + jr22L22 cos 2cp + jr22M22 sin 2cp) (3.14)

where

/da. A Ida", A ldoß/

/da, A /da" A /da",

and

VdQ/ VdQ/
7r**=—- —s— +

/rfq" d<A /At^ dof\
\dQ+dQ/0 \rfQ+(iß/0

are the generalised cross-sections and analysing powers.
b) We now consider the influence of the binning introduced in the analysis

for cpc and 0C in formula (3.10).
From formula (3.14), the number of pp—>d% events measured in the

Polarimeter is given by:

N(8H, 8C, cpc) N0~(8C) Ace (0C)[1 + jt2O(0„, 8c)L20(8h)

+ (X(8H, 8c)Mn(8H) + X(8H, 8C)L2X(8H)) cos <pc

+ (-X(8H, 8c)Ln(8H) + ;r21(0w, 8C)M2X(8H)) sin cbc

+ X(8H, 8C)L22(8H) cos2cpc

+ X(8H, 8C)M22(8H) sin 2cbc] (3.15)

where N0 is a normalisation constant and Acc(0c) is the acceptance of the

apparatus. This acceptance is supposed to be independent of cpc due to the
checks applied as described in item a) of Section 3.1. We suppose here that the
0H-binning has a A8H width for each bin, and that of 0C, A0C: then the number
of events in the /th bin of 8H and in the /th bin of 8C is given by

N(i, j, <pc) \ N(8H, 8C, cpc)ddHddc (3.16)
JAflH(/)Aec(/)

f,[\+X(i,j)L2Q(i)
+ (jin(i, j)Mn(i) + X(i, j)L2x(i)) cos cpc

+ (-X(i, j)Lu(i) + X(i, j)M2l(i)) sin cpc

+ Jt22(i, j)L22(i) cos 2cpc + n22(i, j)M22(i) sin 2cpc]
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where

JaA0c(/) dQ
d°

(8C) Ace (0C) d0c (3.17)

f 3ï5(0c)Acc(0c)[f X(8H,8c)d8H
-kq(: n_ JAac(/)«M UAe„(i) ¦

n \-, 1) ~ r
-^(0c)Acc(0c)d0c

d0r
(3.18)

JAScC/) <

We have also supposed that we may use the approximation (dtkq/d8H) |e„=e„(o
0 over the bin interval A8H/2. 8H(i) is the central value of the «th bin.

c) Now we investigate the effect of the polar angle cpH on the incoming
deuteron polarisation as seen by the Polarimeter. From equation (1.8), we have

tkq(8H, 8c) e-iq*»tkq(8H) (3.19)

which obviously implies in the Mandi and Regge formalism

Lkq(8H, <Ph) cos (qcpH)Lkq(8H) + sin (qcpH)Mkq(8H) (3.20)

Mkq(8H, cpH) cos (qcpH)Mkq(8H) - sin (qcpH)Lkq(8H) (3.21)

In our experiment, in fact, we have integrated with a symmetric range ±òcpH
around cpH, therefore, for a given set of bin i and ; in 8H and 0C, we measured

bòtp

n((pc) N(cpH, cpc) dcpH
•'-óffiu

/(1 + T20L20 + (TnMn + T2ÏL2X) cos <pc + (-TnLn + T21L2X) sin cpc

+ T22L22 cos 2cpc + T22M22 sin 2cpc) (3.22)

where Tkq nkq(i, j)(sinqôcpH/qÔcpH), Lkq Lkq(i), Mkq Mkq(i) and /
2fjôcpH. These Tkq are what we shall call from now on the effective analysing
powers of the reaction d12C.

d) For a given pair of angular bins (i, j) of 8H. 8C we now have a 16 bin
histogram in cpc see equation (3.22). Unfortunately we do not have a sensitivity
sufficient to measure directly / and T20L2(t, we are thus forced to consider the

following experimental observables

TnLn + T2lM2l

o

¦TnMn+T21L2X

£*=—, " ?nr (3.23)
1 + T2°L20

y '

1 + XL2Q

1 L2n

(3-24)

1 + XL (3.25)
20

TllM22
E* TXxx0 (3-26)
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Equation (3.22) becomes

n(cpc) =/(1 + T2{)L2i))(\ + ec cos cpc + £s sin cpc + e2c cos 20c + £2s sin 2cpc)

(3.27)

and we see that the e's are completely independent of the normalisation /. We
can now write

n(cpc) (2<\y\A + B sin cpc + C cos cpc + D sin 2cpc + E cos 2cpc) (3.28)

which implies that

C B E D
£c=A £s=A~ £2c=A £2s=A }

The fact that the (/^-distribution is divided into 16 bins (cp: - Acp,, cp; + Acpt)

implies that one obtains a histogram distribution given by

f**+A»'
s /AcpA sinAcpi

n,= \ n(cpc)dcp(=A[—-\+B—-—sin cp,

C sin Aft,- Dsm2Acpi £sin2A^-\ cos cp. -\ sin 2d), H cos 2d), (3.30)
H r 2U 211 y, \ ;

and because Acp/% 1/16 we obtain

n, (1/16)04 + B' sin cp, + C" cos cp, + D' sin 20, + E' cos 20,) (3.31)

where

B' 0.9936Ö C' 0.9936 C

D' 0.9745 D £' 0.9745 E
(3.32)

3.2.2. Estimators

If A. are the experimental number of events found in the histogram we can
perform a Fourier fit of these to calculate A, B', C, D', E' by minimizing

£ (n, - N,)2
X2 2K' *

l>
(3.33)

/ i N

where N (l/16)/Vtot and Ntm £,- fy. Then

X2 7^— E (^ + B' sin d>, + C cos d), + D' sin 20, + E' cos 20, - 167V,)2
10-Vtot

(3.34)
and

dy2^ 0^ J\,-NM (3.35)

3y2
^7 0=> fi'= 2 ]>>f sin 0, (3.36)
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|^7 O^C' 22^cos0, (3.37)

dX2 L
^7 O^D' 2]>>,sin20, (3.38)

!!7 O^£' 22>,cos20, (3.39)
dE

The evaluation of the errors gives us

/ 3A \2
°A 2(-^Jo-2N, Nlot (3.40)

o\- 2 (f^)^. 2/V.o, o2c- a2D. o\. (3.41)

Finally, we obtain for our observed es

ec 1.0065(2 2 N, cos 0,)/AU (3.42)

£, 1.0065(2 2 A. sin 0,)/vtot (3.43)

£2c 1.0262(2 2 /V; cos 20,.)/aU (3.44)

e* 1.0262(2 2 /V, sin 20,)/yVtot (3.45)

where Aec V2/iVtot Ae, Ae^ Ae2v.

3.2.3. Residual asymmetries

The mispositioning and geometrical construction deficiencies of the Polarimeter

give rise to errors on the reconstructed angles 0C and 0C leading to
residual asymmetries e. Straight tracks of type 3 events (see paragraph II) allow
us to measure the mean geometrical deviations Ac (tg0ccos cpc), As

(tg0csin0c) which correlate the measured (m) with the true (t) variables
tg0c cos cpc and tg0c sin cpc (see Ref. [47] too):

tg 8m cos cpm tg 0, cos cp, + Ac (3.46)

tg 0m sin cpm tg 8, sin cp, + As (3.47)

For small angle value in 0C and using (3.46), (3.47) one obtains

8, 8m cos (0, - 0m) - (Ac cos 0m + As sin cpm) cos (0, - cpm)

+ (Ac sin 0m - As cos 0m) sin (cp, - cpm) (3.48)

8, sin (cp, - 0m) Ac sin cpm - As cos cpm (3.49)

If cp, is chosen near cpm and 0, near 8m, one obtains the following expansion valid
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to the second order approximation,

82 - [8m - (Ac cos 0m + A, sin 0m)]0,

~(\I2)(A2CScos 20m - A2CS sin 20m + S2CS) 0 (3.50)
where

A2cs (A2c-A2)/2 Ai AcA, S2CS (A2 + A2)/2

The solution of this equation gives

8,= 8m- (Accos 0m + As sin 0m) + (2/8m)(A2cscos20m + S2CS) (3.51)

Then we have in second order

-IT. (0') Zt\% (0- - (A- cos ^m + A* sin *«) + t2/0«)^4« cos 2d)- + 5»))
dy dy

77^(0'")[1 + ó«- Ô^cos0m - <5]sin0m + Ôâcos20m + Ôs„sin20m]
dil

(3.53)

(3.54)

(3.55)

(3.56)
ALO

and

dy^ mj a
d0mdy

a 30^dy'
Multiplying (do/dQ)(8,) by (1 + ec cos 0 + e, sin 0 + e2c cos 20 + £25 sin 20) one
obtains in second order

e'c e'cn + ôlc (3.57)

e's £? + ôls (3.58)

4. e£ - ôâ + (l/2)(e?ôi - eTô] + (<^)2 - (ô,1)2 (3.59)

*4 eS - «â + (l/2)(ecmô] - cTÔi + 2ôlôl) (3.60)

Using formula (3.15) it is easy to see that good approximations of 0' jo, o"/o are
given by

a
[kW (I ^(0H' 0C< 0c) ^c)}/(/ ^0"' 0C' 0c) d4>c) (3-61)

a {^|({ "N<ß"' dc' *c) ^c)}/(/0 N(0H' 6c' ^c) ^c) (3"62)

«.= [(2o'/8mo) + (a'72a)]52

01=X0
01

a'
a

A.v

oi- [(2a'/0ma) + (a"/2o)\A\

ài- ^A2
2a
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Direct calculation gives <5c~2%0, ô]~0%o, maxôj<l%, maxô.^5%0. Second
order corrections are <10"4. Corrections given by (3.57) to (3.60) were directly
calculated and applied to the determination of the es presented in the following.

We can have other biasses or asymmetries in the apparatus due to
non-uniform MWPC efficiencies in cpc, residual misalignments and non-central
passage through the Polarimeter with asymmetric absorption and multiple
scattering; all these effects imply an additive uncertainty for each e.

3.2.4. Beam polarisation effects

For a given 8H we have the following list of observables when we polarise the
proton beam in the ±x, ±y, ±z directions

£?(+y) e'c(+y) + b1y

e?(±x/±z) e'c(±x/±z) + b1y (3.63)

ecn(-y) e'c(-y) + b1y

£'znc(+y) £2c(+y) + b2y

e2nc(±x/±z) e'2c(±x/±z) + b2 (3.64)

e2nc(-y) £,2c(-y) + b2y

£?(+x/+z) £'s(+x/+z) + bl
£T(±y) bl (3.65)

£?(-x/-z) eK-xI-z) + b\

Table 3

Explicit relations between the measured asymmetries e and the deuteron polarisation observables
A%, tkq, and the dC analyzing powers T22, Tu, T21 and T20. The observables A'Bq (i=x, y, z) and i\q
are intended here in the lab frame of the reaction.

Xy) [Tn(-it°u - ipyA\B) + T2\t°2l + pyAzB)}/[\ +pX + T20(t°20 + PyA$)]
eA-y) [Tu(-it°n + iPyA\B) + T2\t°2i -PyA>2B)]/[l-pX + T20(t°20-pyA^)]

XX [T22(tn22 +pyAg)]l[\ +pyAyB + T20(t°20+pyA^)}

XX [T22(l022-pyAii)]/ll -PyA"B + T2°(t°20-pyAy2B)}

ec(+x) [-r11^ + T2h°2,]/(1 + T2Y20) ee(ß)

e2,(+x) T22t°22/(l + T2Otn2O) e2c(0)

ec(0) ec{-x) £c(+z) ec{-z)
£2c(0) £2c(-x) e2c{+z) e2c(-z)
es(+x)=px[-T"A*B-iT2lA'2B\l(\ + T2Y20)=pxe.{X)
e,(+z) =Pz[-TnA\B-iT2'A2B}/(\ + T20t°20)=pz£s(Z)

Xx) -pxes{X)
es(-z) -P2£-(Z)

XX -pX2iAx22/{\ + T2Xo) =Pxe2s(X)
£2,(+z) -PzT22iA£/(l + T204) Pze2s{Z)

e2s{-x) -pxels(X)
e*(-z) -p.E^iZ)
Xy) «AX £2s(+y) ^(-y) o
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eZ(+x/+z) fL(+jc/+z) + b2

£2Z(±y) b2 (3.66)

£U-x/-z) £'2s(-x/-z) + b2x

bl, bl, bl, b2 are possible residual asymmetries.

3.2.5. Experimental observables

Of these 24 observables only 10 are independent (see Table 3). By
minimisation it was then possible to calculate these 10 observables and bl and bx.

But no information is available on bl and b2; these errors remain as uncertainties.
However an indirect evaluation of b2 was possible using pure p[2C scattering and

we found ò2 5%0; bly remains completely unknown, but estimated to be <5%o,

see Ref. [19].

IV. Results of analysis

a) In this chapter we wish to summarise the results that we have obtained on
the £. All the corrections explained in Sections II and III were directly applied at
each energy and at each angle. The results which we present here are integrated
over all bins in 8C (see from (3.10) and (3.18)). Thus the definition of the
analysing powers is given by:

2 f ^ (Oc) Ace (0C)[ f X(8H, 8C) d8H
pkq / j\ J_XlMl LJAfl„m-'Ata.H(ta)

dd.

Sf ^(8C) Ace (8c)d9c
j JA6c

(4.1)

c-U)dQ

for the ith bin of 8H.
We have 20 0„-bins at 580 MeV, 16 0H-bins at 515 and 447 MeV; this implies

480 £ at 580 MeV and 384 e at 515 and at 447. After the minimisation explained
in Ch. 3 §2 item /, we obtained 200 independent £s at 580 MeV and 160 at 515
and 447MeV, i.e., a total of 520 new experimental points for the pp-*d*\
reaction.

We shall now present our data in Fig. 7 to 10 and Tables 4 to 10. In the
figures there will be two fits, one shown as a continuous line and the other as a
dashed line. At present we shall consider them as an overall guide; their specific
meaning will be discussed in paragraph VI.

b) Figure 7 shows at 447, 515 and 580 MeV the polarisation asymmetries
Ec(+y)> £Xy), £-(0) as defined in Table 3. We see that the spin effects are
sufficiently large to be measured.

The small difference between £c(+y) and ec(—y) at 580 MeV compared to
515 and 447 MeV can be explained by the fact that the 580 MeV data were



Table 4

e

jrical values at 447 MeV for the me:asured asymmetries £,.(±y), ee(0), eA-y), £2A+y), ^2c(0) and e2A~-v) as a function of the deuteron cm. angle. s
-,

juoted errors are purely statistical. 3

öc ra eA+y) f,.(0) £A-y) HiA+y) MO) e2A~y) S-

52.50 -0.0679 ±0.0068 -0.0200 ± 0.0030 0.0261 ± 0.0062 0.0281 ± 0.0067 0.0191 ±0.0030 0.0086 ± 0.0061 s,.

57.50 -0.0535 ± 0.0055 -0.0232 ± 0.0024 0.0236 ±0.0051 0.0283 ± 0.0054 0.0217 ± 0.0024 0.0190 ±0.0050
62.50 -0.0568 ± 0.0053 -0.0232 ± 0.0024 0.0156 ±0.0050 0.0440 ± 0.0052 0.0288 ± 0.0023 0.0172 ± 0.0049
67.50 -0.0481 ±0.0052 -0.0274 ± 0.0024 0.0115 ±0.0052 0.0291 ± 0.0052 0.0351 ± 0.0024 0.0206 ± 0.0051

a

72.50 -0.0538 ± 0.0053 -0.0278 ± 0.0025 0.0043 ± 0.0056 0.0457 ± 0.0052 0.0379 ± 0.0025 0.0355 ± 0.0055
77.50 -0.0386 ± 0.0060 -0.0177 ±0.0029 0.0153 ± 0.0065 0.0485 ± 0.0059 0.0401 ± 0.0028 0.0483 ± 0.0064
82.50 -0.0239 ±0.0075 -0.0160 ±0.0036 0.0064 ± 0.0084 0.0336 ± 0.0073 0.0340 ± 0.0036 0.0467 ± 0.0083 S

87.50 -0.0105 ±0.0115 -0.0012 ±0.0056 -0.0120 ±0.0132 0.0014 ±0.0113 0.0321 ± 0.0055 0.0150 ±0.0131
93.75 -0.0112 ±0.0064 -0.0002 ± 0.0034 -0.0183 ±0.0079 0.0321 ± 0.0064 0.0335 ± 0.0033 0.0221 ± 0.0078

101.25 0.0165 ± 0.0052 -0.0040 ± 0.0026 -0.0162 ±0.0059 0.0172 ±0.0051 0.0220 ± 0.0026 0.0261 ± 0.0058
108.75 0.0157 ±0.0047 0.0028 ± 0.0023 -0.0116 ±0.0049 0.0156 ± 0.0046 0.0070 ± 0.0023 0.0053 ± 0.0048
116.25 0.0206 ± 0.0043 0.0004 ± 0.0020 -0.0144 ±0.0041 0.0087 ± 0.0042 0.0065 ± 0.0020 0.0034 ± 0.0041
123.75 0.0145 ± 0.0040 0.0035 ± 0.0018 -0.0060 ± 0.0037 0.0068 ± 0.0039 0.0009 ± 0.0018 -0.0005 ± 0.0036
131.25 0.0092 ± 0.0039 0.0028 ±0.0018 -0.0006 ± 0.0035 0.0007 ± 0.0038 0.0012 ±0.0017 -0.0035 ± 0.0034
138.75 0.0071 ± 0.0055 0.0054 ± 0.0025 0.0034 ± 0.0049 0.0085 ± 0.0054 0.0000 ± 0.0025 0.0045 ± 0.0048
146.25 -0.0272 ±0.0288 -0.0231 ±0.0135 0.0208 ± 0.0254 -0.0045 ± 0.0277 0.0304 ±0.0131 -0.0210 ±0.0247



Table 5

Same as Table 4 but at 515 MeV.

«c m[deg] *-A+y) £,.(()) eA-y) £2A+y) MO) M-y)
52.50 0.0679 ±0.0062 -0.01.55 ±0.0030 0.0091 ±0.0057 0.0261 ±0.0062 0.0231 ±0.0030 0.0111 ±0.0056
57.50 0.0721 ±0.0050 -0.0270 ±0.0024 0.0030 ±0.0045 0.0428 ±0.0049 0.0311 ±0.0024 0.0232 ±0.0045
62..50 0.0725 ±0.0048 -0.0297 ±0.0024 -0.0013 ±0.0045 0.0380 ±0.0047 0.0390 ±0.0024 0.0377 ±0.0044
67.50 0.0707 ±0.0049 -0.0338 ±0.0025 -0.0066 ±0.0046 0.0509 ±0.0048 0.0430 ±0.0025 0.0413 ±0.0046
72.50 0.0625 ±0.0050 -0.0374 ±0.0026 -0.0120 ±0.0049 0.0519 ±0.0049 0.0501 ± 0.0026 0.0483 ±0.0048
77.50 0.0518 ±0.0055 -0.0253 ±0.0029 0.0026 ±0.0054 0.0497 ±0.0053 0.0574 ±0.0029 0.0560 ±0.0054
82. .50 0.0356 ±0.0066 -0.0282 ±0.0037 -0.0202 ±0.0067 0.0483 ±0.0065 0.0532 ±0.0036 0.0541 ±0.0066
87.50 1.0146 ±0.0095 -0.0269 ±0.0055 -0.0029 ±0.0098 0.0678 ±0.0093 0.0452 ±0.0055 0.0412 ±0.0097
93.75 1.0105 ±0.0077 -0.0049 ±0.0041 -0.0105 ±0.0089 0.0324 ±0.0077 0.0358 ±0.0041 0.0446 ±0.0088

101.25 0.0136 ±0.0058 0.0013 ±0.0030 -0.0097 ±0.0063 0.0334 ± 0.0057 0.0213 ±0.0030 0.0063 ±0.0063
108.75 0.0228 ±0.0051 0.0012 ±0.0026 -0.0171 ±0.0053 0.0118 ±0.0051 0.0072 ±0.0026 0.0009 ±0.0053
116.25 0.0215 ±0.0046 0.0016 ±0.0022 -0.0089 ±0.0045 0.0088 ±0.0045 -0.0042 ±0.0022 -0.0080 ±0.0045
123.75 0.0126 ±0.0041 -0.0048 ±0.0020 -0.0092 ±0.0039 -0.0027 ±0.0041 -0.0073 ±0.0019 -0.0058 ±0.0039
131.25 0.0178 ±0.0038 -0.0042 ±0.0018 -0.0094 ±0.0036 -0.0034 ±0.0038 -0.0012 ±0.0018 -0.0043 ±0.0035
138.75 0.0078 ±0.0044 -0.0041 ±0.0021 -0.0030 ±0.0041 -0.0020 ±0.0043 -0.0004 ±0.0021 0.0015 ±0.0040
146.25 0.0037 ±0.0118 0.0065 ±0.0058 0.0018 ±0.0111 0.0142 ±0.0115 -0.0060 ±0.0056 0.0053 ±0.0109

c.

3

tata»
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Table 7
Numerical values for the measured asymmetry £Ï(A') at 447, 515 and 580 MeV as a function of the
deuteron cm. scattering angle. The quoted errors are purely statistical.

0cm.deg] 447 MeV 515 MeV 580 MeV

52.50 -0.0325 ± 0.0083 0.0095 ± 0.0075 -0.0425 ± 0.0044
57.50 -0.0357 ± 0.0066 -0.0043 ± 0.0068 -0.0465 ± 0.0039
62.50 -0.0228 ± 0.0058 0.0013 ±0.0061 -0.0310 ±0.0041
67.50 -0.0252 ± 0.0068 -0.0018 ± 0.0069 -0.0282 ± 0.0044
72.50 -0.0175 ±0.0068 -0.0105 ± 0.0069 -0.0228 ± 0.0047
77.50 -0.0102 ± 0.0078 0.0186 ±0.0070 -0.0073 ± 0.(X)49
82.50 -0.0064 ± 0.0098 -0.0003 ± 0.0094 -0.00.39 ±0.0051
87.50 -0.0075 ±0.0143 0.0042 ±0.0141 -0.0109 ±0.0063
92.50 -0.02.32 ± 0.0097
93.75 0.(X)96 ± 0.0094 0.0212 ±0.0101
97.50 -0.0327 ±0.0076

101.25 0.(1222 ± 0.0070 0.0266 ± 0.0073
102.50 -0.0296 ± ().(K)72
107.50 -0.0497 ± 0.0066
108.75 0.0221 ±0.0066 0.0296 ± 0.0060
112.50 -0.0546 ± 0.0060
116.25 0.0187 ±0.0056 0.0301 ± 0.0059
117.50 -0.0436 ± 0.0055
122.50 -0.0474 ± 0.0050
123.75 0.0087 ± 0.0050 0.0278 ± 0.0055
127.50 -0.0365 ± 0.0047
131.25 0.0160 ±0.0048 0.0278 ± 0.0044
132.50 -0.02.36 ± ().(M)44

137.50 -0.0262 ± 0.0042
138.75 0.0074 ± 0.0067 0.0088 ± 0.0054
142.50 -0.0242 ±0.0041
146.25 -0.0252 ± 0.0359 0.0065 ± 0.0147
147.50 -0.0165 ±0.0049

measured with a beam polarisation of 0.4165 while for 515 and 447 MeV data the
beam polarisation was 0.8108.

c) Figure 8 tells us that 2cpc asymmetries exist and are measurable while
practically no spin dependence on the beam polarisation is observed. This
dependence on the beam polarisation is observed. This implies a small value of
A22. The shape of the distributions are very similar to those predicted by Ref
[17]. The difference in absolute value between the three figures is essentially due
to the fast increase of the analysing power T22. Figures 7 and 8 give also a global
view of the energy dependence of £r(0) and £2< (0).

d) Figures 9 and 10 give es(X), es(Z), £2,(X) and e2,(Z) as defined in Table
3, because they are completely independent of pB. From Fig. 9 and 10 and from
item c), we see that A22 and Az22 are not large. As Ref. [55] indicates, the tensor
spin transfer Ay22, A22, A22 are small.

In general we note similarities with the predictions of Ref. [55]. Tables 4 to
10 complete these plots.
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Table 8

Same as Table 7 but for the asymmetry e2s(X).

öc.nJdeg] 447 MeV 515 MeV 580 MeV

52.50 0.0189 ±0.0081 0.0193 ± 0.0079 -0.0031 ± 0.0043
57.50 0.0141 ± 0.0065 0.0234 ± 0.0056 -0.0163 ± 0.0039
62.50 0.0232 ± 0.0062 0.0260 ± 0.0063 -0.0123 ±0.0041
67.50 0.0225 ± 0.0054 0.0192 ± 0.0058 -0.0176 ± 0.0044
72.50 0.0282 ± 0.0067 0.0137 ± 0.0063 -0.0121 ±0.0046
77.50 0.0243 ± 0.0077 0.0245 ± 0.0077 -0.0185 ±0.0048
82.50 0.0262 ± 0.0096 0.0187 ±0.0092 -0.0159 ±0.0050
87.50 -0.0073 ±0.0141 0.0288 ±0.0140 0.0055 ± 0.0062
92.50 -0.0087 ±0.0096
93.75 0.0171 ± 0.0093 0.0067 ± 0.0108
97.50 -0.0150 ±0.0076

101.25 0.0296 ± 0.0067 0.0125 ±0.0081
102.50 -0.0032 ± 0.0071
107.50 -0.0077 ± 0.0065
108.75 0.0168 ± 0.0053 0.0106 ± 0.0072
112.50 -0.0008 ± 0.0059
116.25 0.0118 ±0.0048 0.0030 ± 0.0056
117.50 -0.0129 ± 0.0054
122.50 -0.0040 ± 0.0050
123.75 0.0102 ± 0.0050 0.0203 ± 0.0046
127.50 -0.0102 ±0.0046
131.25 0.0119 ±0.0043 0.0057 ± 0.0048
132.50 -0.0090 ±0.0043
137.50 -0.0081 ± 0.0041
138.75 0.0096 ± 0.0060 0.0054 ± 0.0052
142.50 -0.0101 ±0.0040
146.25 0.0188 ± 0.0297 0.0168 ± 0.0148
147.50 -0.0058 ± 0.0047

V. Theory of amplitude reconstruction

5.1. Scattering amplitudes

We will continue using the notations and conventions of Ref. [20].
The most general expression for the scattering amplitudes in the pp—>d^

reaction is given by

Ff(8) C(Pdy, P,| T \PBa, PTß) (5.1)

where y ±1, 0 is the helicity of the deuteron, a,ß ±1/2 are the helicities of
the two incident protons, Pd, P%, PB, PT are respectively the momenta of the
deuteron, pion, beam proton and target proton. T is the T-matrix, whose
elements are on the energy shell with the momentum conservation and whose
relation with the S-matrix is then given by (Ref. [48])

Sfi ôfi - 2%iô(Ef - E,)ô(Pf - P,)Tfl (5.2)

and S is such that S+S SS+ 1.
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Table 9
Same as Table 7 but for the asymmetry £-(Z).

ecm[deg] 447 MeV 515 MeV 580 MeV

52.50 -0.0930 ± 0.0086 -0.1064 ±0.0074 -0.1173 ±0.0044
57.50 -0.0788 ± 0.0070 -0.0940 ±0.0068 -0.0995 ±0.0041
62.50 -0.0627 ± 0.0063 -0.0776 ±0.0060 -0.0779 ±0.0044
67.50 -0.0649 ± 0.0072 -0.0569 ± 0.0069 -0.0633 ±0.0048
72.50 -0.0517 ± 0.0072 -0.0484 ± 0.0069 -0.0356 ±0.0052
77.50 -0.0339 ± 0.0083 -0.0132 ± 0.0070 -0.0242 ± 0.0055
82.50 -0.0227 ± 0.0105 -0.0103 ± 0.0094 -0.0102 ± 0.0059
87.50 -0.0091 ±0.0155 0.0060 ± 0.0139 -0.0020 ± 0.0072
92.50 0.0039 ± 0.0092
93.75 -0.0091 ± 0.0093 0.0098 ±0.0107
97.50 -0.0116 ±0.0074

101.25 -0.0046 ± 0.0070 0.0081 ±0.0076
102.50 -0.0164 ± 0.0070
107.50 -0.0193 ± 0.0065
108.75 -0.0008 ± 0.0066 -0.0048 ± 0.0063
112.50 -0.0178 ± 0.0059
116.25 0.0006 ± 0.0056 -0.0123 ±0.0061
117.50 -0.0275 ± 0.0055
122.50 -0.0291 ±0.0050
123.75 -0.0106 ± 0.0051 0.0018 ± 0.0056
127.50 -0.0220 ±0.0046
131.25 0.0005 ± 0.0049 -0.0106 ± 0.0046
132.50 -0.0275 ±0.0044
137.50 -0.0194 ± 0.0041
138.75 0.0061 ± 0.0070 0.0025 ± 0.0057
142.50 -0.0079 ± 0.0041
146.25 0.0153 ± 0.0398 -0.0009 ± 0.0151
147.50 -0.0098 ± 0.0050

With the plane wave normalisation

(P'\P)=(2%Yô\P-Pl) (5.3)

and the conventional formula

%^2\Ff\2 (5-4)
"" aßy

one obtains for the normalisation constant C of (5.1)

c=if (wy^iPdMPf))1'2 (5.5)

where

Pi=l2(PB-PT) Pi=\Pi\

Pf=12(Pd-P,) Pf=\Pf\
2 _i_ „,2\V2/t>2 ^,2\l/2(Pf + m2X2(Pi + m\)

(P2 + m2B)m + (P2 + m2T)

(P2f + m2B)1,2(P2 + m2X2
(P2 + m2By<2 + (P2f + m2T)

^Pi) (P2'+m2B)ll2 + (P2 + m2^2 (5 6)

Cp2 J. ^2v1l/2/'p2_L m
W/) '

/-D2 i ^,2\l/2 it>2 ^2\l/2
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Table 10
Same as Table 7 but for the asymmetry e^Z).

flcmldeg] 447 MeV 515 MeV 580 MeV

52.50 0.0213 ± 0.0084 0.0246 ± 0.0078 0.0147 ± 0.0044
57.50 0.0041 ± 0.0069 0.0179 ± 0.0056 0.0124 ± 0.0040
62.50 0.0247 ± 0.0066 0.0130 ± 0.0062 0.0186 ± 0.0044
67.50 0.0222 ± 0.0059 0.0152 ± 0.0058 0.0247 ± 0.0047
72.50 0.0288 ± 0.0071 0.0154 ± 0.0063 0.0183 ±0.0051
77.50 0.0164 ± 0.0082 0.0292 ± 0.0077 0.0129 ± 0.0054
82.50 0.0287 ± 0.0103 0.0131 ±0.0091 0.0068 ± 0.0058
87.50 -0.0099 ± 0.0153 0.0140 ± 0.0137 0.0049 ± 0.0071
92.50 0.0077 ± 0.0091
93.75 0.0185 ± 0.0092 -0.0043 ±0.0113
97.50 0.0049 ± 0.0073

101.25 0.0189 ± 0.0067 0.0079 ± 0.0084
102.50 0.0118 ±0.0069
107.50 -0.0039 ± 0.0064
108.75 0.0032 ± 0.0053 0.0071 ± 0.0074
112.50 -0.0020 ± 0.0058
116.25 0.0030 ± 0.0049 0.0012 ± 0.0058
117.50 0.0057 ± 0.0054
122.50 0.0078 ± 0.0049
123.75 0.0027 ± 0.0050 0.0045 ± 0.0049
127.50 0.0033 ± 0.0045
131.25 0.0172 ± 0.0043 -0.0030 ± 0.0050
132.50 0.0023 ± 0.0043
137.50 0.0035 ± 0.0040
138.75 0.0107 ± 0.0063 -0.0012 ± 0.0055
142.50 -0.0026 ± 0.0040
146.25 -0.0298 ± 0.0333 0.0234 ± 0.0151
147.50 0.0024 ± 0.0048

Taking all the possible combinations of a, ß, y in (5.1) yields to 12 complex
amplitudes. However, applying parity conservation to the reaction, we find that

Ff(8) -(-l)ar+"+rF:*-'3(0) (5.7)

where the minus sign reflects the negative intrinsic parity of the pion. This
reduces to six the number of independent amplitudes, i.e.

A F\12 V2 -FZ\12 -1'2 B Fl'21/2 FX~m
C FXA\m -FX "1/2 D Fôm m -Fh/2 -y2 (5.8)

E-_ E--1/2 1/2 _ 1-1/2-1/2 p _ pl/2-1/2 _ p-V2\a

On the other hand, since the two initial particles are identical we can use the
symmetry-antisymmetry relations arising from the Pauli principle to obtain

Ff(0) (-i)«-ß+rFße>ft _ 0) (5.9)

where 0 is the CM scattering angle. More explicitly the amplitudes become

_4(0) -_4(H-0) ß(0) 5(11-0) C(0) -C(U-0)
D(8) D(%-8) E(8) F(%-d)
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Figure 7

Plots of the measured asymmetries eA+y), ec(—y) and ec(0) as a function of the deuteron cm.
scattering angle for the 3 energies 447, 515 and 580 MeV. The full and dotted lines are discussed in
paragraph VI.

We can derive now the explicit relations between amplitudes and observables.

If we define I0 (do/dQ)0, one obtains for the spherical observables
(equation 1.21):

4/0=2 \Ff\-
aßy

AI0A"'T= 2 FfFf*[(-\)m-ß'\/2{\l2ß', 1/2-ß\\q')]
ayßß-

4I0Aq"B= 2 FfF^'ß*[(-l)ll2-X2(l/2a',l/2-a\lq')]
ßyaa'

(5.11)

(5.12)

(5.13)

4I0Aq'q" 2 F?F?ß'*[(-l)a+ß2(l/2a',l/2-a\lq')
yaa'ßß'

x(l/2ß',l/2-ß\lq")] (5.14)

4/0^= S FfFf*[(-iy^y/3<ly',ly\kq)] (5.15)
aßyy'
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Same as Fig. 7 but for the asymmetries e^i+y), £2c(~y) anc* £2c(0)-

4VII7= I FfFf'*[(-l)1,2-ßV2{l/2ß', 1/2 - ß I 1(?">
a/3/3'yy'

x(-l)1-^V3<ly',l-y|Â:?)]
4/o^ß 2 FfF^*[(-l)1/2-aV2(l/2ar', l/2-a|l?'>

(5.16)

x(-l)1-V3<ly', 1 — y | A^>] (5.17)

4/0A^"= 2 FfF^'*[(-l)ar+^2<l/2Cta-', 1/2- a-119'>
ara'ß/3'yy'

x < 1/2/3', 1/2)3 | \q")(-iy^\f?>< ly', 1 - y | fa?>] (5.18)

where the (jimlt j2m2 \ kq) are Clebsch-Gordon coefficients.
We give in Table 11 the explicit relations for the observables we use, as a

function of the amplitudes A, B, C, D, E, F which are defined in (5.8). On the
other hand, we give in Table 12 the formulae for the hybrid observables, as
defined in equations (1.28) to (1.36).
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Same as Fig. 7 but for the asymmetries es(X) and e^X).

5.2. Partial wave decomposition

In the helicity representation, the partial wave decomposition takes the form

Ff(8) 2Y^-ftrC) (5-19)

where / denotes the total angular momentum, and the d-function are defined as
in Ref. [49].
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Figure 10
Same as Fig. 7 but for the asymmetries es(Z) and e^iZ).
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Table 11

Explicit relation between the observables in spherical tensor representation and the amplitudes as

denned in equation 5.8.

/0 (1/2)(|,4|2 + \B\2 + \C\2 +\D\2+ \E\2 + \F\2)

V11S (-7V2) Im (AE* + CF* + BD*)
I0A1T (.7V2) Im (-AF* - CE* + BD*)
IoAw (-1/V2) Re (AE* + CF* + BD*)
I0Au (l/2)(\B\2-2Re(AC*))
l0Ai-l (\/2)(\D\2-2Re(EF*))
IoA00 (1/2)(\A\2 + \B\2 + \C\2 -\D\2- \E\2 - \F\2)

I0t°u (/V6/4) Im (AB* + BC* - DE* + DF*)
I0t°22 (V3/2) Re (AC* + EF*)
VSi (V6/4) Re (-AB* + BC* - DE* + DF*)
IA (V2/4)(|X|2 + \B\2 + \E\2 + |F|2) - (V2/2)(|ß|2 + |D|2)

/0/llf (V3/2) Re (AD* + BF*)
l(A\-i (-V3/2) Re (BE* + CD*)
I„A\$ (V3/2) Re (-AE* + CF*)
I0A^ (V6/2)ilm(AF*)
IrAW (V6/2); Im (CE*)
I0A2* (V3/2). Im (-AD* + BF*)
lX2Bt (V3/2)i Im (BE* - CD*)
IoA\o (1/2). Im (AE* + CF* - 2BD*)
V*?f (-V6/4) Re (AB* + BC* - DE* - DF*)
I0A™ (V6/4XI-4I2 — ICI2 — |£|2 + |F|2)

V-°f (V6/4)( Im (AB* - BC* + DE* + DF*)
kA°22 (V3/2)ta Im (-AC* + EF*)

Table 12

Explicit relation between the hybrid observables and the amplitudes as defined in equation 5.8.

InAyB Im (AE* + CF* + BD*)
I0AXZ Re (AE* + CF* + BD*)
IaA" (l/2)(|ß|2 - \D\2 - 2 Re (AC*) + 2 Re (EF*))
IaAyy (-l/2)(|ß|2 + \D\2 - 2 Re (AC*) - 2 Re (EF*))
IqAzx Re (AF* + CE* - BD*)
/0-4^f i(V6/4) Re (-AD* - BF* + BE* + CD*)
IcAll (V3/2) Im (AF* + CE*)
/0.4^f (Vó/4) Im (-AD* + BF* - BE* + CD*)
IaAy^ (V2/2) Im (AE* + CF* - 2BD*)
I„Axf (-V6/4) Re (AD* + BF* + BE* + CD*)
IcAw (-V6/2) Re (-AE* + CF*)
Iq^X22 -ÌCV3/2) Im (AF* - CE*)
kAW -«'(V6/4) Im (-AD* + BF* + BE* - CD*)
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If we apply on (5.19) parity conservation (5.7) and Pauli principle (5.9) with

dJmn(8) (-ir- dXn(8) (5.20)

we find the two following relations

ff(j)=f-_rß(j) (5.21)

ff(J) (-l)J+a-ßfßrV) (5.22)

It is then easy to give the explicit series

°° Ak + 1

>l(0)=2-ü-«2*rfät(0) (5-23)
/.=i 4"l

00 Ak + 1

ß(0)=S^r^d2o*(0) (5.24)
/<=o 4.1

°° Ak + 1

C(0)=S-1^c2,d2*1(0) (5.25)
/.=1 41I

œ 4/t + 3
O(0) 2 -sr d2k+id2k1tl(8) (5.26)

Ar=0 4,1

£(0)=Ì^^My-u(0) (5.27)
y=i '+"1

F(8)= Ê ^(-1)/+Vli(0) (5.28)

See the synoptical Table 13 for / < 4.

The connection between our partial waves and the more usual I - s coupled
states in the non-relativistic limit is given by (see Refs. [20], [50])

/fCO S (Jify I W) fe I J«ß)i'a(J) (5.29)
/, S,tfSf

where {Jls | Jaß is the Clebsch-Gordon product

(-iy-s»+a(saa, sb-ß\sa-ß)(sß-a,Ja-ß\lO).

Table 13

Coefficients of the partial wave decompositions of the amplitudes with J < 5.

J

Amplitude 0 1 2 3 4

A 0 0 5/4H 0 9/411
B 1/411 (1 5/411 0 9/411
C 0 0 5/411 0 9/4H
D 0 3/411 0 7/411 0
E 0 3/4U 5/4U 7/411 9/411

F 0 3/411 -5/411 7/4H -9/411
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The llifJf(J) are the partial waves in the spin-orbit (I - s) representation normalised

as the ff (J).
If we apply the parity conservation and the Pauli principle on the l'tfss'f(J), one

obtains the two well-known relations:

W! -(-lyxxj)
/&(/) 0 if (-l)''+s'=-l

(5.30)

(5.31)

where the minus sign in (5.30) reflects the negative pion parity. These two last

formulae give all the possible transitions in the pp -* dfl system: they are listed in
Table 14.

Writing explicitly equation (5.29) one obtains Table 15. From this table we

can deduce that the B amplitude is purely singlet, the D and E amplitudes are

purely triplet and A and C mix singlet and triplet states in such a way that A + C

is purely singlet and C - A purely triplet.
To end this section, we remember that, to relate the partial waves (5.19) to

the measured observables, one has to use the relations given in Table 11 and 12,

to convert them from CM to LAB as in equation (1.49) and lastly to insert all
these equations in equations (3.23) to (3.26).

5.3. Other formalisms

a) ForoughVs formalism. We refer to Fig. 3 for the definition of Foroughi's
helicity reference frames. The application of the transformation described in
section 1.5 gives us (right hand side defined as in Ref. [31] to [33]):

(5.32)

i.e.

Ff(8d) (-lf2+«+2ßiHr,aß(^)

A -iMx (5.33)

Table 14

Allowed / - s transitions in ipp^ diT+ system.

Transition fl li Si If Sf

%-*Pa 0+ 0 0 1 1

3P^Sl r 1 1 0 1

A-*. r 1 1 2 1

\P2-^d2 2- 1 1 2 1

\D2^p2 2* 2 0 1 1

-D2-/2 2+ 2 0 3 1

%^d2 2- 3 1 2 1

%^d3 3_ 3 1 2 1

%^g3 3" 3 1 4 1

^g. 4- 3 1 4 1

'G4^/4 4* 4 0 3 1

G4-^. 4+ 4 0 5 1

3tf.^g. 4 5 1 4 1
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Table 15

Connection between the partial waves as defined in equation 5.19 with the l —s partial waves in 7 < 5.

~o b„=n'2i<2(o)=(-\/^2)(%^p,,)

/=i dl=-fi/2-"2(i)=vü6epl^sl)-vü3Cp>->d.)
et=fXmW (-V\7ë)CPx^sl)

7 2 a2=f

b2

Co

7 3

7 4

1/12 f-P,-«I,)
(2) VÏ/2 [V37ÏO('D2^p2) + VÎ/5 ('D2^/2)]

-XÄÖCP2-^d2) + XÌ2Q('F2-^d2)
fil2V2(2) VÎ75 Co2-»p2) - V57iò Co^fù
fX2(2) Xh [V37ÏÔ CD2^p2) +

+ vT/TÖ Cp2^d2) - V372Ö CF2-A-d2)

fmr V2(2) VÏ/2 [V3/IO (3P2^ rf2) + VÏ/5 (3F2-

-/(V21/2(3) V37Ï4 (3F,^ rf3) - V2/7 CF^gA
/I/2-,/2(3) -VÜ7 (%-> dT) - V^/28 (%^g3)
f\nv2(4) [V5/36 ('G.-/4) + VÎ79 ('C4-*«)]

-VÏ79 (3F4^g4) + V5/36 (X^g4)
/,','2"2(4) v5/9 ('G4-/4) - VVTS ('C4-A4)

I/5CD2-/2)]

<*2)]

2(4) [V5/36 ('G4-*/4) + VT79 ('C4-^4)]
+ VT/9 (Y4^ ga) - V5/36 (3//4-^ g4)

U /-1 1,2(4) V5736(3F4^g4) + Vï79(3//4^g4)

ß -iS (5.34)

C=-iM4 (5.35)

D .T6 (5.36)

E iT3 (5.37)

F=-«T2 (5.38)

Helicity partial waves amplitudes are related by

ff(J) (_ 1)^ +2.+ 4jthJYa(i (5 39)

And the / — s waves by:

i.-;i(j)=nxy-x:i, (5.40)

See Table 16a also.
b) Looker's formalism. Here we refer to Refs [4], [6], [51], [52]: in these

papers the same convention as in Ref. [31] is used but with different normalisations.

One then obtains

Ff(8d) i(-l)3,2+a+2ßC Ms;,at,(8„) (5.41)

with

C
m

411 ^P
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i.e.

A -iCcpx (5.42)

B -iCcp2 (5.43)

C=-iCcp3 (5.44)

D iCct>5 (5.45)

E -iCcp6 (5.46)

F=-iC4>4 (5.47)

Helicity partial wave amplitudes are related by

ff(J) (-l)3l2+J+2a+ß2m CMJy,aß (5.48)

and the I - s waves by

llfi(J) (-l)'<2tyCMiSllf (5-49)

where m, s, p, k are the proton mass, the usual Mandelstam variable, the proton
and the pion CM momenta, respectively.

See Tables 16b and 17 also.
c) Bugg's and Watari's formalism. Here we refer essentially to [5], [53], [54]

for Bugg and to [55] for Watari.
Both use the same normalisation and same sign conventions (Ref. [6]), the

connection with our definitions is given by

l'fi(J) i(-V'(—)aj (5-50)

Table 16

Relation between our helicity partial waves and Foroughi's helicity partial waves in a), and in b) with
Locher's ones. Both have 7 < 5. Q is defined as (im/2)\/k/sp.

a) b)

a2 -2U(M5(2) + MT(2)) a2=-Q<p2
a4 -2f(M5(4) + M7"(4)) «4= -Q4>\
6„=-4H5(0) bo=~Q<t>2
b2= -41)5(2) b2=-Q4>\
64=-4H5(4) b,= -Q4>\
c2 -2U(M5(2) - MT(2)) c2=-Q<pl
c4 -2U(M5(4) - MT(4)) c4=-Q<t>t
d,=4HT6(l) dl Q<pl
dta 4Hr6(3) di Q<Pl

ei=41ir3(l) et -Q4>l
e2=-4flr3(2) C2=Q<t>l

e3 4Ur3(3) ^ -Q4>l
e4 4Ur3(4) e,= Q<S>t
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Table 17

Relation between our / -s partial waves, Locher's and Bugg's ones. Q' is defined as (-4ir/P) and
Q as (im/2) yk/sp.

Transition This work Locher Bugg

'¦So-»Po /?°(0) QMmt Q'c-o

3P,-»5, '.'(I) -QMlio -ô'a,
3P^d, G'd) -QM\t2 -Q'a3
3P2^rf2 /2'(2) -QMu2 -Q'a4
'Z>2^P2 /f(2) QM\m Q'a2

^2^/2 /f(2) QM\m Q'"i
3F2^d2 /31(2) -QMÌ12 -Q'a5
3F3-^d3 /31(3) -QMll2 -Q'a6
3F3-g3 '.'(3) -QMÎS4 -Q'a9
%^g< .31(4) -QM\u -ß'«io
'G4^/4 /f(4) QM\m ß'«8
'G«-»*., lf(4) 2^405 ß'«13
3«4^g4 i5X) -QMtu -Q'Cn

where J {J, /,, sh lf) and a, extends the Mandi and Regge definitions (Ref.
[22]). See Table 17 too.

For amplitudes and observables Bugg uses the same conventions as Foroughi
(see Ref. [31] and Ref. [5]).

d) Blankleider''s formalism. We refer here to [34], [56], [57] for Blankleider,
to Refs [22], [58] for, respectively, Mandi and Regge and Dolnick and to [5] to
establish the connection; then, we will have

i'i;i(j) ta(-D*+î'Vy V^TÏfl' (5-51)

where J {J, /,, sh lf) and a} represent the Blankleider's l — s partial waves.

VI. Experimental amplitude determination

6.1. How to obtain a complete experimental set

6.1.1. Theoretical approach
In the following paragraph in order to solve the bilinear equations of the

amplitudes we summarise the results of Refs. [59] to [62].
Let us consider a scattering process involving four particles (li 1, 2, 3, 4),

each of them with angular momentum jß. The process is then completely
described by N E„ (2jß + 1) amplitudes Fm}„2m3m4.

Any experimental quantity is given, as discussed in the precedent chapter, by
the linear combinations of products of type Fmim2mim4F^limim-m,: we have
therefore N2 linearly independent measurements at a given energy and angle. In
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fact only 2N - 1 real quantities are necessary to uniquely determine the N2
measurements because at each angle (F^^^F^,^)* Fmim.m.m.F* ,m2msm.
and the overall phase cannot be determined.

Let 5! be the set containing some particles, and let S2 be a second similar set;
let ESi be the general space of the particles in the set 5,; let a and /3 be two new
signs to denote all the possible combination of the quantum number mt) for i e Sx

and i e S2, respectively; then we can examine the two following cases.

A) Let S1 and S2 be such that Sx fl S2 0; then the set of the amplitudes
Fmim2m2mA Faß can be written as a mapping F:ES2-^>ESt, where F is a non
squared matrix; then the most general measurement involving unpolarised
particles 52, is of the form

A™. 2FaßF*a,ß (6.1)
ß

i.e. in a matrix representation:

A<St) pp+ (62)

Conversely, if 5j is the set of the unpolarised particles, we shall have:

Aßf- 2FßaF*ß.a (6.3)

i.e.

A(^ F+F (6.4)

j-\(si) give us the maximum information available from such measurements.
We see immediately that if F is a solution of (6.2) and (6.4) simultaneously,

then F' UF is also a solution if F is unitary and [U, _4(52)] 0; such a unitary
matrix exists and forms a continuous set since A(S2) is hermitian.

This implies the following necessity statement: if no phase shift analysis is

performed, the set of measurements given by Sx U S2 is insufficient to determine
the scattering amplitudes if Sx fl S2 cp.

B) However, Ref. [60] has proved the following theorem: if there are no
more than four particles with non-zero spin in a reaction, then it is possible to
completely determine the amplitudes up to a free phase from measurements
involving the polarisation of no more than two particles at a time.

We come here to a very important assertion (Thm 10.1 Ref. [60]): for the case
of three non-zero spin particles, if we define Siab) the set containing the particles a
and b, and similarly S(bc), we can say that {A(S(al')),A(-s"'c>)} completely determine
the amplitudes, and no discrete ambiguities are possible if all measurements of
this set are performed.

Even if parity rules are applied, this assertion remains true (cfr. Lemma 3.1
Ref. [60]). One exception is examined in Ref. [61], but it is irrelevant in our case.

This means that, if in the pp —* d*\]+ reaction we performed all the correlation
measurements between the protons, and all the transfer polarisation measure-
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ments for instance between the beam proton and the scattered deuteron, we
would obtain a complete set of experiments in the sense that we can
unambiguously determine the scattering amplitudes of the reaction up to a free phase.

One must remark that the uniqueness of the determination of the amplitudes
depends not only on the set of performed measurements but also on the actual
values of the amplitudes and of the experimental data, as well, of course, on the

error bars of the measurements; conversely, even if the amplitudes are not
singular, a singularity might lie near them, which can imply large errors in the
determination of some amplitudes even if the experiments are exact.

6.1.2. Our experimental approach
In the pp—>d^+ reaction we have eleven real parameters to determine at

each angle, and we have measured 17 experimental quantities, i.e. the cross-
section, 6 correlations and asymmetries and 10 es; but we do not know the 4

analysing powers: this means that we have to solve 17 equations with 15 unknown
parameters, so we have too little redundancy. But this unpleasant situation can be

improved by the following remarks:
1) In Section 6.2 we shall give reasons to believe that F2l)~0. In this case

£c(+y) becomes redundant with ec(—y) and £2c(+y) redundant with £2c(—y) (see

equations (3.23) to (3.26) and (1.37) to (1.44); this means that we have only 15

independent experiments for 14 unknown parameters.
2) If we accept the impulse approximation, we can impose F21 0: in this

case we shall have only 13 unknown parameters.
3) Fortunately, using equations (1.51) to (1.57), equations (1.37) to (1.44),

equation (1.50), equations (3.23) to (3.26) and equation (5.10), at a given 0CM we
can also correlate the es measured in 8' 0Lab(^ _ 0cm) with the set of
observables calculated at 8 ÖLAB(ÖCM). This means that in half of the CM
angular range one has 27 experiments for 11 amplitudes+ 4 analysing powers at
deuteron LAB energy ÖLAB(0CM) + 4 analysing powers at 8lab(jt - 8CM). Thus
there are 19 parameters to be determined.

Moreover if we also suppose that F20 0, we then have 23 independent
experiments for 17 parameters as discussed above in 1). All further analysis will
be performed using this last approach [i.e. putting F20 0 and assuming that all
observables are symmetric about 90°CM].

The difficult problems we shall encounter are that we do not have starting
values for the minimisation, we do not have a symmetric range around 90°, which
reduces the effective range for the amplitude reconstruction, and lastly the data of
the correlation experiments are not measured at the same 8.

6.1.3. Overall phase
To end this section it is interesting to recall what is known about the overall

indeterminate phase. In fact this phase is exactly defined at each angle by
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unitarity, i.e. by solving the following integral equation system:

F Xk-*k') + F*. (k'-*k)

2 f dk" Fa^ß(k^k") x F*ß^a,(k"-*k') (6.5)
ßT o—rr T—aCT'

where F is a generalised scattering amplitude and a, a',ß indicate the channels of
the reaction (e.g. a, a', ß e {pp, d^+, p%+n, pp*\°) for us); k,k',k" are the
momenta of the reactions, o, a', r describe the spin status of each channel (see
Ref. [63]). It can be demonstrated that there exists a solution. In fact this system
of equations shows how some channels are correlated with the others.

But, inside one given reaction, this overall phase definition remains
insignificant at each angle (see formula (1.19). We decide then to fix the overall
phase such that the phase of A (see equation (5.10)) will be zero at each angle,
and this without loss of generality.

6.2. dl2C analysing powers

The first difficulty encountered in this analysis is the fact that hardly anything
is known about the analysing powers of dX reactions. Our present knowledge in
the 155 to 355 MeV energy range can easily be summarised.

At lower energies (about 30 to 50 MeV) one finds the reaction 3He(d, /?)4He
well studied and useful, for example, to study the t20 deuteron tensor polarisation
(see, e.g., Ref. [64]).

Closer to our energy domain studies of Refs. [65], [66] and [17] made in
1956, 1959 and 1984, respectively, are available. Reference [65] studied the

energy range between 94 to 157 MeV and did not find any tensor component of
the deuteron polarisation in scattering off the nuclei C, Al, Cu, Li. However,
Ref. [66] studied deuterons of 410 and 420 MeV scattered from Be and C, and the
tensor components of polarisation were determined to be appreciably different
from zero (for example at about 10° iT11~40%, F22~-20%, F2)~20%,
F20 40% in the notation of the Ref. [66]). More recently, Ref. [17] found at
191 MeV F20~0%, F22~-2% and at 395 MeV F20~-8% and F22~-22%
(these last values in the notation of Ref. [17]).

Unfortunately, all these measurements are irrelevant to our experimental
conditions, but they seem to indicate that:

a) there exists a rapid increase of the tensor analysing powers with deuteron
incident energy: at low energy it is expected to be close to zero, but above
200 MeV appears to be significantly different from zero.

b) the impulse approximation is not a good model for this reaction (only iTxx

is satisfactorily reproduced in Ref. [66]).
c) no information is really given about F21; it is reasonable to assume that

F20 < 8%, i.e. not really measurable in our experiment because its contribution is

then of the same order of magnitude as the statistical errors.
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d) from the comparison between data and calculations in Ref. [66] we can
conclude that Fn in d12C scattering has a similar behaviour as the analysing
power Ay in p12C scattering.

We shall use for our analysing powers (defined in equation (4.1)) the
following formalism in analogy with Ref. [45], for the p12C reaction:

F^Flab) (AAkq + BAkq6 + CAkqô2 + DAkqô3 + EAkqô4)

/(l + CEkqexp{-[(ô-AEkq)/BEkq]}) (6.6)

where ô (FLAB -251.35 MeV)/100 (251.35 MeV is the center of our energy
range), and AE, BE, CE, AA, BA, CA, DA, EA are the coefficients to be
determined in an energy dependent analysis.

6.3. The partial wave analysis

The second difficult problem we meet is the choice of the starting points for
the minimisation procedure. It is a crucial problem due to the complicated shape
of our x2 function, as we have to deal with linear combinations of products of
unknown parameters (amplitudes and analysing powers). We found that purely
random starting points often gave secondary minima which led to crazy results:
for instance the connection between one angle and the next one was not easy to
establish for the amplitudes and, moreover, a coherent energy dependence for
the analysing powers was practically impossible to obtain.

We therefore decided to first study the pp—* d*\]+ reaction globally, using the
data at the three energies all together, making use of a partial wave energy-
independent analysis with /-£4 (see equations (5.23) to (5.28)) with a global
constraint on the analysing powers such that they have the energy-dependence as

given by equation (6.6). This will provide us with reasonable starting values for
the direct amplitude reconstruction.

To do this we used the data of Refs. [67], [68], [9] for the differential
cross-section, of Refs. [29], [8] for the correlation parameters, and the measured
e. These give a total of 860 experimental points with the following distribution:

Energy Spin-correlation and cross-section £

447 MeV 108 160

515 MeV 92 160

580 MeV 140 200

We have analysed these data using a gradient method in the context of the
MINUIT routine (Ref. [69]) according to the following procedure:

a) As a first step we minimise the partial waves (with J < 4) only on the
correlations parameters and the cross-sections separately for each energy and
using random starting points: after convergence we ended with a set of 10

different minima at each energy with a very good %2 value.
b) As a second step, we fixed the partial waves at each energy to the values

found in a), and we fitted only the e at all the three energies together and
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imposing the energy dependent analysing powers of equation (6.6): the aim was
to obtain a certain number of starting points for the analysing powers parameters.

c) In the third and last step, all the parameters were left free: but, due to
MINUIT constraints, we cannot operate with more than 55 parameters at a time.

In fact we have 25 parameters at each energy to describe the partial wave
dependence (with J < 4) and 22 parameters to describe the analysing powers, i.e.
97 parameters in total.

After convergence one finds 2 independent minima: solution 1 (sol. 1) with
X2 3007, and solution 2 (sol. 2) with /2 2737. In fact, in (sol. 1), 49 points
contribute with 1380 to the %2, and, in sol. 2, 48 points contribute with 930. If we
remove these points one finds for sol. 1 a %2 1627 for 811 points and 97

parameters, which gives a x2/d-f 2.28, and for sol. 2 %2 1807 for 812 points,
X2/d./.=2.53.i.e
These numbers are just given as an indication of the quality of the fit, no

further fitting was done after removal of the points which gave a big contribution
to the x2-

For the sol. 1 these large contributions to the %2 are essentially given by the
backward region of £c(+y), ^(X), e2c(±}>), e2c(0) at 447 MeV, and by the
backward region of £2c(±y), £2c(0) at 580 MeV.

Figure 11

Plot of used differential cross-section and correlation parameter A„[29][8] at 447, 515 and 580 MeV as
a function of the deuteron cm. scattering angle. The full and dotted lines are the 2 solutions obtained
in the partial wave decomposition analysis with 7<5 (sol. 1 and sol. 2 respectively).
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For sol. 2 the highest contributions are given by the backward £2c(±y),
ê2c(0), £S(X), the forward es(Z) at 447 MeV, the backward £2c(±y), £^(0) and
all the es(X) at 515 MeV.

Figures 7 to 10 show how the two solutions fit the various £, the continuous
line representing sol. 1 and the dashed one sol. 2.

Figures 11 to 13 show how the same solutions fit the cross-sections and the
correlations parameters. Open circles for the Axz parameters at 515 and 580 MeV
are taken from Ref. [68] but these were not used in the analysis.

In Table 18 are listed the values of the partial waves for sol. 1 and sol. 2.

One notices that Im b0 has been fixed to 0, but not the two other partial waves
contributing to the B amplitude as allowed by the general considerations
developed in Section 6.1.3, to allow more freedom to find the right minimum.
But the calculated amplitude values which are given in Figs 14 to 16 (continuous
line sol. 1, short dashed line sol. 2) have the phase of A defined equal to be zero
at each angle: this is possible because of the overall phase freedom at each angle.
This provides an easy way to compare the phase values at different angles.

We are insensitive to F20 value, due essentially to the fact that the £ are
small in absolute value, which implies that the corrections in the denominator of
these £ (see equations (3.23) to (3.36)) are of the same order of magnitude as the
statistical errors.

XX>A\
i r

Ayy
515 MeV

T^XZXXu-*-p \^_^xx._ IfH-Ji

H.i-ta-,,T-thd

GO° 90° 120° 150° 8 c

Figure 12

Same as Fig. 11 but for the correlation parameters Ayy and Azz [29][8].
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Figure 13

Same as Fig. 11 but for the correlation parameters Axz and asymmetry Ay0 [29] [8]. The open circles
are from Ref. [68] but were not used in the analysis.

6.4. Direct amplitude reconstruction

Using the symmetry relations around 90° cm as described in paragraph 6.1.2,
one can now perform an angle indépendant amplitude reconstruction at each

energy using as starting points the two solutions (sol. 1-sol. 2) found previously.
In fact the angular point close to 90° cm (i.e. 87.5° cm) was treated in a somewhat
different way for the following reasons: a) there is an ambiguity in the analyzing
powers definitions at 90° cm at a given proton energy due to simplification of the
equations, b) the deuteron kinetic energy differs only by about 6 MeV between
the two data set symmetrized around 90° cm (namely 87.5° cm and 92.5° cm). We
therefore have assumed equal analyzing powers at these two angles, providing an
extra 3 degrees of freedom in the fit.

Before starting the fit, some of the experimental data values had to be
recalculated for exactly symmetric 8d values around 90° cm. At 447 and 515 MeV,
we have done a linear interpolation of the e's values centered on the wanted
angle value, the statistical errors being also interpolated. For the cross-sections
and spin correlation measurements, an interpolation was made based on free
partial wave analysis performed without introducing the e's measurements; the
errors are calculated as for those on the e's.

The amplitude analysis was then performed on these values using as starting
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Table 18

Numerical values for the partial waves for the 2 solutions sol. 1 and sol. 2 at 447, 515 and 580 MeV for
completeness. But we believe that sol. 1 is the good one to consider.

447 MeV 515 MeV 580 MeV

REa2 0.508 ±0.044 0.138 ±0.111 0.400 ±0.330
IMa2 1.521 ±0.030 2.047 ±0.026 2.529 ±0.056
REa4 0.300 ±0.026 0.395 ±0.027 0.148 ±0.041
IMa4 -0.139 ±0.018 -0.011 ±0.037 0.180 ±0.020
RE&o 1.709 ±0.038 1.663 ±0.096 0.540 ±0.107
IMbr, 0.000 ±0.000 0.000 ±0.000 0.000 ±0.000
RE-);, 0.569 ±0.037 0.213 ±0.065 0.314 ±0.260
IM62 1.011 ±0.040 1.554 ±0.055 2.081 ±0.032
REft4 0.368 ±0.020 0.482 ± 0.037 0.235 ±0.037
IMô4 -0.321 ±0.021 -0.066 ±0.025 0.034 ±0.023
REc2 0.101 ±0.049 0.022 ± 0.093 0.039 ±0.138
IMc2 1.056 ±0.018 1.371 ±0.020 0.985 ±0.017

Sol. 1 REc4 0.369 ±0.031 0.504 ±0.033 0.162 ±0.022
IMc4 0.014 ±0.021 0.176 ±0.042 -0.076 ±0.030
RE.-, -0.396 ±0.025 -0.633 ±0.022 -0.316 ±0.078
Mf., -0.472 ±0.022 -0.214 ±0.038 0.386 ±0.040
REd3 -0.081 ±0.018 -0.204 ±0.036 -0.477 ±0.094
IM«i3 -0.368 ±0.014 -0.607 ±0.018 -0.701 ±0.065
REet 0.570 ±0.021 0.661 ±0.037 0.633 ±0.088
IMej 0.167 ±0.040 0.575 ±0.051 0.680 ±0.082
REe2 -0.058 ±0.022 -0.223 ±0.028 -0.337 ±0.043
IMe2 0.201 ±0.022 0.058 ±0.019 -0.340 ±0.040
RE<?3 0.123 ±0.013 0.086 ±0.031 -0.261 ±0.066
IMe3 -0.222 ±0.017 -0.423 ±0.013 -0.455 ±0.045
REe4 0.013 ±0.015 0.020 ±0.015 0.035 ±0.017
IMe4 0.149 ±0.013 0.161 ±0.013 0.083 ±0.016

REa2 0.296 ±0.039 0.366 ±0.033 -2.271 ±0.027
IMa2 0.214 ±0.032 0.034 ±0.038 0.129 ±0.032
REd4 0.266 ±0.031 0.045 ±0.024 -0.067 ±0.019
IMa4 -0.042 ±0.022 0.114 ±0.023 0.090 ±0.032
RE_>0 5.287 ±0.056 6.909 ±0.025 4.867 ±0.055
IMb0 0.000 ±0.000 0.000 ±0.000 0.000 ±0.000
RE62 0.595 ±0.024 0.763 ±0.013 0.514 ±0.024
IMb2 -0.388 ±0.080 -0.201 ±0.075 -0.118 ±0.032
REè4 -0.080 ±0.018 -0.022 ±0.008 0.391 ±0.017
IM64 -0.223 ±0.029 -0.151 ±0.029 0.135 ±0.007
REc2 -0.284 ±0.046 -0.342 ±0.042 -1.020 ±0.019
IMc2 -0.156 ±0.035 -0.007 ±0.034 -0.324 ±0.021

Sol. 2 REc4 0.215 ±0.030 0.201 ±0.034 -0.166 ±0.012
IMc4 0.120 ±0.026 -0.138 ±0.018 -0.007 ±0.020
RE^ -0.624 ± 0.023 -1.417 ±0.018 -1.076 ±0.011
\Udx -0.061 ±0.012 0.394 ±0.020 0.054 ±0.010
RErf3 -0.214 ±0.019 -0.341 ±0.013 0.069 ±0.014
IMd3 0.125 ±0.012 0.195 ±0.017 -0.166 ±0.011
REE! 0.111 ±0.044 -0.001 ±0.038 -0.809 ±0.030
IMe, -0.102 ±0.044 -0.385 ±0.030 0.856 ±0.021
REe2 0.240 ±0.040 0.091 ±0.034 0.444 ±0.024
IMe2 0.356 ±0.026 0.330 ±0.021 -0.562 ±0.017
REe3 0.162 ±0.019 0.210 ±0.018 0.417 ±0.017
IMe3 -0.058 ±0.018 -0.140 ±0.017 -0.106 ±0.013
REe4 0.167 ±0.018 0.192 ±0.018 0.035 ±0.013
IMe4 0.092 ±0.018 -0.002 ±0.019 -0.046 ±0.008
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values for the amplitudes and analysing powers the values found in sol. 1 and sol.
2. As a result, only one viable solution was found: either both points converged
to the same minimum or one was clearly better than the other. A study, also
showed that the analysis was highly insensitive to the F20 analyzing power.
Imposing F20 to zero did not, in fact, increase the %2/d.i. significantly and this
allowed us to decrease the number of unknowns to 17. A summary of the %2

values obtained at each angle in this condition is given in Table 19.

In order to facilitate comparison with other calculations, the amplitudes are
given in a polar representations e.g. A \A\ exp (icpA) where the phases are taken
relative to A. At each angle an overall phase remains impossible to be
determined by any polarization experiment. This phase is fixed by the convention
cpA 0. Figures 14 to 16 show the results for the 6 amplitudes as solid points. The
dashed lines are theoretical calculations based on relativistic perturbation theory
by M. Locher (Refs. [4] and [70]) at 450, 508 and 578 MeV, and these appear to
be in good agreement. In general one observes a very smooth energy dependence
behaviour for the moduli as well as for the norms. Numerical values for the
phases and moduli are given in Tables 20-21.

Results for the 3 carbon analyzing powers have been regrouped in =20 MeV
energy bin size. These are shown in Fig. 17 as black circles. The open circles are
results from Ref. [17] in our formalism and for the same deuteron angular range
(5°-20°lab). The numerical values are listed in Table 22.

As a final remark, we note that if F21 is imposed to zero, as suggested by our
results, the %2 value increases by a factor 2, but the amplitudes remain stable. We
can conclude from this analysis that the spin correlation parameters impose
severe constraints on the search for a minimum %2.

6.5. Triplet state contribution

From the comparison of our results with Locher's prediction, one can make
the following remarks using Table 15.

Table 19

Summary of the %2 contribution as a function of the deuteron scattering angle, separately for the three
energies 447, 515 and 580 MeV. For the 87.5° point marked as *, the number of degree of freedom
was 13 instead of 10.

0c.m.[<Jeg] 447 MeV 515 MeV 580 MeV

52.5 12 22 18
57.5 8 38 29
62.5 26 15 18
67.5 20.3 17 11

72.5 16 9 12
77.5 9.2 7.6 6.3
82.5 8.9 1.3 11

87.5* 20.5 14.8 28.0

Total*2 120.9 124.7 133.3
X2/d.f. 1.46 1.50 1.61
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1. If one looks in details into the 6 amplitudes, one notices that for the D, E
and F amplitudes only triplet states contributes, but for A, B and C singlet and
triplet states are present but dominated by the singlet lD2.

2. If triplets are negligible, one obtains the symmetry relation A -C. One
notices in Fig. 14 that this symmetry is broken as the energy increases. On the
other hand Locher's calculations follow better this relation.
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Table 20
Numerical values of the moduli of the reconstructed scattering amplitudes at the three energies. Units
are Vmb/sterad.

T[MeV] ecm[deg] \A\ \B\ \C\ \D\ \E\ \F\

52.5 0.36 ±0.05 0.14 ±0.06 0.27 ±0.04 0.14 ±0.04 0.10 ±0.05 0.12 ±0.05
57.5 0.35 ±0.03 0.00 ±0.01 0.27 ±0.03 0.12 ±0.03 0.09 ±0.07 0.13 ±0.05
62 5 0.31 ±0.03 0.00 ±0.01 0.25 ±0.03 0.12 ±0.03 0.09 ±0.04 0.12 ±0.04

447
67.5 0.23 ±0.03 0.22 ±0.02 0.19 ±0.03 0.10 ±0.02 0.08 ±0.03 0.12 ±0.03
72.5 0.24 ±0.04 0.12 ±0.04 0.21 ±0.03 0.07 ±0.03 0.07 ± 0.04 0.12 ±0.03
77.5 0.19 ±0.04 0.22 ±0.03 0.16 ±0.05 0.07 ± 0.03 0.07 ± 0.03 0.09 ± 0.03
82 5 0.19 ±0.05 0.20 ±0.05 0.17 ±0.06 0.05 ±0.03 0.06 ± 0.03 0.10 ±0.04
87.5 0.02 ± 0.06 0.32 ±0.01 0.04 ± 0.05 0.05 ± 0.03 0.05 ± 0.06 0.09 ± 0.06

52 5 0.44 ± 0.05 0.14 ±0.03 0.33 ±0.03 0.20 ± 0.04 0.12 ±0.05 0.23 ±0.03
57.5 0.40 ±0.04 0.16 ±0.03 0.32 ± 0.03 0.12 ±0.03 0.19 ±0.05 0.21 ±0.04
62.5 0.37 ± 0.04 0.16 ±0.03 0.29 ± 0.03 0.11 ±0.02 0.18 ±0.02 0.19 ±0.03

515
67 5 0.31 ±0.06 0.21 ± 0.07 0.28 ±0.08 0.06 ±0.05 0.14 ±0.07 0.20 ±0.06
72.5 0.26 ± 0.02 0.25 ±0.01 0.25 ±0.03 0.11 ±0.02 0.13 ±0.02 0.15 ±0.02
77 5 0.15 ±0.02 0.38 ±0.01 0.11 ±0.03 0.15 ±0.02 0.06 ±0.02 0.12 ±0.02
82.5 0.12 ±0.07 0.37 ±0.02 0.09 ± 0.06 0.14 ±0.04 0.03 ± 0.05 0.12 ±0.04
87.5 0.04 ± 0.05 0.39 ±0.01 0.04 ± 0.06 0.14 ±0.02 0.06 ±0.05 0.09 ±0.05

52.5 0.56 ±0.16 0.07 ±0.01 0.27 ±0.10 0.20 ±0.09 0.19 ±0.05 0.29 ± 0.04
57.5 0.51 ±0.04 0.15 ±0.05 0.24 ± 0.03 0.11 ±0.06 0.17 ±0.05 0.32 ± 0.04
62.5 0.45 ±0.03 0.16 ±0.04 0.24 ±0.04 0.10 ±0.05 0.17 ±0.05 0.30 ±0.04

580
67.5 0.38 ± 0.04 0.23 ±0.04 0.22 ± 0.05 0.11 ±0.07 0.14 ±0.05 0.28 ± 0.04
72 5 0.26 ± 0.06 0.35 ±0.04 0.16 ±0.09 0.21 ±0.07 0.12 ±0.06 0.18 ±0.04
77.5 0.25 ± 0.06 0.33 ±0.04 0.14 ±0.08 0.18 ±0.06 0.12 ±0.05 0.18 ±0.04
82.5 0.22 ± 0.07 0.31 ±0.05 0.16±0.10 0.17 ±0.06 0.12 ± 0.07 0.17 ±0.06
87.5 0.05 ±0.02 0.41 ± 0.02 0.05 ± 0.02 0.24 ± 0.03 0.02 ± 0.02 0.04 ±0.02

Table 21

Numerical values of the phases of the reconstructed scattering amplitudes for the three energies. Units
are radians with [0 =s (p -s 2k\.

T[MeV] Öcm[deg] <£s[rad] 4>c[rad] 0D[rad] 0..[rad] 0F[rad]

52.5 0.13 ±0.09 3.34±0.14 2.34 ±0.24 4.52 ±0.39 5.69 ±0.31
57.5 5.86 ±0.03 3.24 ±0.03 2.18±0.16 4.00 ±0.52 5.55 ±0.30
62.5 4.10 ±0.03 3.37 ±0.08 2.18±0.17 4.27 ± 0.29 5.62 ±0.19

447 67.5 3.09 ±0.10 3.32 ±0.16 0.99 ±0.11 3.73 ±0.22 5.20 ±0.17
72.5 3.12 ±0.09 3.23 ±0.13 1.52 ±0.25 4.35 ±0.18 5.64 ±0.16
77.5 3.02 ± 0.08 2.95 ± 0.09 0.80 ±0.28 3.98 ±0.22 5.29 ±0.20
82.5 2.96 ±0.12 3.04 ±0.17 0.92 ±0.43 4.62 ±0.27 5.77 ±0.23
87.5 4.74 ±1.84 2.47 ±2.01 2.27 ±1.88 2.18 ±2.01 1.11 ± 1.86

52.5 0.29 ± 0.04 3.34 ±0.05 2.14 ± 0.13 3.92 ±0.24 5.68 ±0.11
57.5 2.88 ±0.06 3.18 ±0.09 1.11 ±0.09 3.17 ±0.15 5.27 ±0.13
62.5 2.96 ±0.08 3.10±0.11 1.06 ±0.09 3.11 ±0.10 5.24±0.13

515
67.5 3.44 ±0.09 3.48 ±0.18 1.09 ±0.49 3.43 ± 0.25 5.57 ±0.20
72.5 3.38 ±0.05 3.49 ±0.08 6.07 ±0.05 3.81 ±0.12 5.73 ±0.07
77.5 3.13 ±0.03 3.61 ±0.16 6.08 ±0.04 4.56 ±0.26 5.77 ±0.10
82.5 3.11 ±0.09 3.29 ±0.25 6.12 ±0.12 5.09 ±1.07 5.97 ±0.23
87.5 3.60 ±0.36 3.28 ±0.65 0.30 ±0.37 5.78 ±0.61 0.35 ±0.51

52.5 1.52 ±0.22 3.18 ±0.34 1.74 ±0.36 2.67 ±0.25 5.67 ±0.23

580

57.5 2.94 ±0.04 3.26 ±0.04 1.46 ±0.28 2.55 ±0.19 5.65 ±0.09
62.5 3.12 ±0.04 3.43 ±0.08 1.36 ±0.26 2.70 ±0.15 5.69 ±0.09
67.5 3.16 ±0.03 3.50±0.10 0.61 ±0.38 2.72 ±0.18 5.66 ±0.09
72.5 3.38 ±0.11 3.71 ±0.27 6.14 ±0.18 3.11 ±0.22 5.85 ±0.20
77.5 3.08 ±0.07 3.18±0.18 6.15 ±0.07 2.42 ±0.27 5.50±0.14
82.5 3.20 ±0.05 3.21 ±0.15 6.19 ±0.08 2.66 ±0.34 5.60 ±0.22
87.5 3.16 ±0.09 3.31 ±0.22 5.96 ±0.10 2.52 ±0.29 5.83 ±0.25
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Figure 17

Deuteron-Carbon analyzing powers Tn, T22 and T21 as a function of the deuteron kinetic energy in
MeV. The full circles are taken from Ref. [17]. As mentioned in paragraph 1.6 our definition of
deuteron analyzing power is a factor of 2 larger than the one in Ref. [22].
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Table 22
Numerical values for the 3 carbon analyzing powers T", T21 and T22 as a function of the deuteron
laboratory energy. As mentioned in paragraph 1.6 our definition of deuteron analyzing power is a

factor 2 larger than the one in Ref. [22] (see eq. 3.15 to 3.22).

7i(MeV) 2^22 J.21 y.11

185 -0.02 ±0.01 0.01 ±0.02 -0.06 ± 0.02
209 -0.02 ± 0.02 0.01 ±0.02 -0.12 ±0.02
228 -0.05 ±0.01 0.07 ±0.02 -0.16 ±0.03
244 -0.07 ±0.01 0.05 ±0.03 -0.27 ± 0.06
260 -0.10 ±0.02 0.07 ± 0.02 -0.26 ± 0.03
295 -0.11 ±0.02 0.03 ±0.04 -0.28 ±0.07
330 -0.12 ±0.01 -0.05 ±0.03 -0.31 ±0.02

3. If triplet states are underestimated, the norm of amplitude F will be too
small (see Fig. 15).

From remarks 2) and 3) one can conclude that in Locher's calculations the
triplet states are underestimated. From a study of solution 1 one gets the
following contributions as illustrated below.

447 515 580 MeV

0.413 0.597 1.8103P2^d2 \!mb/sr
3F2^d2 0.642 0.597 0.548 V'mb/sr
(c2 - a2)/2 0.310 0.343 0.793 Vmb/sr
e2 0.209 0.230 0.479 Vmb/sr

VII. Conclusion

We have demonstrated that a double scattering experiment, to measure the
vector and tensor polarisation of the scattered deuteron in the pp —* d% reaction
can be performed, producing important and useful results. This is due essentially
to the excellent Polarimeter of our group, together with a good knowledge of its
properties resulting from its long use in pp elastic scattering experiments.

The significant non zero asymmetries (especially for cos cpc and cos 2cpc)

prove that the dominant analysing powers F11 and F22 are non zero for d12C

scattering. Unfortunately the non-existence of measured analysing powers imply
that a more sophisticated analysis was necessary to obtain a complete knowledge
of the pp —» d*%+ observables.

Three years after the first direct reconstruction of the scattering amplitudes
of the elastic scattering channel pp^pp (see Refs. [42] and [43]), it has been

possible to do the same type of analysis in the inelastic channel pp —* d*\]+ at three
different energies, and this independently of any theoretical input.
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At the same time, analysing powers evaluations of F11, F22, F21 for dl2C
scattering have been done for the first time over a wide energy range.
Unfortunately, it was not possible to obtain useful information on F20.

An astonishing agreement for the pp—*djr amplitudes is observed with
Locher's work. This is extremely satisfactory as the approaches are completely
different and independent. This adds confidence to the results for the analysing
powers that we have obtained.

We have demonstrated that pp-*d*\]+ is no longer an inaccessible reaction,
and that the d12C analysing powers are sufficiently different from zero to deserve
being systematically measured and used.

To end this work we ask an ingenuous question: why do the amplitudes in
both the pp elastic and pp-^>d%+ systems have so flat an angle and energy
behaviour but need such a complicated microscopical description to explain
them?
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